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Abstract:
It is an important function of attention to direct our sensory organs towards

objects of interest. Recent studies elucidate the relation between selected fixations of the
eye and statistical properties of the visual stimulus (Reinagel & Zandor, 1999; Parkhurst
et al., 2002; Einhäuser & König, 2003). Remarkably, other modalities are equally
effective in directing overt visual attention. Here we study the integration of
simultaneously presented natural auditory and visual cues for the selection of fixation
points.

Recording the eye-traces of human observers, we show that lateralized auditory
stimuli attract overt visual attention and increase fixation probability onto the site of
stimulation and this effect decays over a time course of 4.5s. Upon combined
presentation of auditory and visual stimuli, the spatial distribution of fixation points
displays a strong bias towards the side of the auditory cue and, simultaneously, is
spatially structured as determined by the visual stimulus. Fixation distributions obtained
from presentation of a visual stimulus on its own and obtained from combined
presentation of visual and auditory stimuli show a high correlation (r = 0.45). This
implies that 20 % of the variance in the distribution of fixation points can be understood
by adding the effect of the auditory cue with a visually determined saliency map.
In summary, the interaction of cues from different modalities in overt attention under
natural conditions is an integrative process, maintaining structured information of the
visual modality when adding auditory information.

Keywords:
cross-modal, multimodal processing, integration, overt attention, visual attention, top-

down influences
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Pluribus intentus, minor est ad singula sensus

(Latin Proverb)

1 Introduction

The world we perceive every day is made up of highly detailed perceptual stimuli. Every

moment of our lives, we are confronted with an enormous stream of information pouring
in through our senses. The Latin proverb quoted above translates roughly to “Many get

filtered into few for perception” and this nicely describes the role of attention in our

daily life. Our brain and visual system is not equipped to deal with the highly complex
information of the world. Therefore, we apply a filter to the world we perceive, we only

perceive a subset of the input provided to us (James, 1981). For vision, this filter is
realized by actively shifting one’s gaze in the direction of interest, also commonly

referred to as “overt attention”. Visual acuity is highest at the fovea and falls off rapidly

as a function of eccentricity. It is due to this structural feature of the retina that we are
required to frequently shift our direction of gaze for seeing objects in detail (Purves et

al., 2004). Although we are generally unaware of the poor acuity of eccentric vision, this
mechanism performs the important role of a filter as it prevents an excessive influx of

detailed information through the visual system. This filter is necessary for visual

perception, and without it, every detail in the world around us would attract our attention
leaving us unable to respond appropriately to a given situation.

Voluntary and active eye-movements are by no means performed randomly. Where we
look given a visual stimulus is influenced by past experience, the current situation or a

given task (Yarbus, 1967) and also by stimulus properties. Influences by stimulus

properties are emphasized in the concept of a “saliency map” (Koch & Ulman, 1985)
where low-level feature contrasts capture the observer’s attention in a “bottom-up”-

driven process. It indeed has been shown that increased luminance-contrast can be found
at the center of gaze when viewing natural images (Reinagel & Zandor, 1999; Krieger et

al., 2000). Due to this phenomenon, it has been suggested that luminance-contrast is one

of the main contributors to the saliency map for visual attention (Parkhurst et al., 2002).
This theory would involve a major influence of early cortical areas in visual attention, as
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neuronal responses to luminance-contrast are most sensitive in the early visual areas

(Tolhurst et al., 1981). One finding, which speaks against this theory, is that the
responses to luminance-contrast become increasingly weaker for higher visual areas

(Avidan et al., 2002). Therefore, this theory recently has been challenged by systematic
investigations of the causal relationship of luminance-contrast and fixation probability

(Einhäuser & König, 2003). Here, it has been concluded that saliency does not causally

depend on contrast and thus does not originate in early cortical visual areas (Einhäuser
& König, 2003). Hence, “top-down” processes, initiated by higher cortical areas, seem

to have a major impact on the direction of human visual attention.
Another problem for purely “bottom-up” driven models of attention arises when several

stimuli from different modalities are considered. In this case, overall saliency of a

stimulus array needs to be calculated across modalities. Primary brain areas associated
with individual modalities (e.g. olfaction, tactile, auditory or visual) are not located

within close proximity to each other. Therefore, it is unlikely that such a calculation

takes place in these early cortical areas. Higher cortical areas on the other hand, are
generally involved in various aspects of cognition as has been shown by lesion and

several functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies (for a review see Cabeza
& Nyberg, 2000). Thus, it is reasonable to believe that higher cortical areas serve as

integration sites for stimuli across a range of modalities.

Another modality that is very effective in capturing attention besides vision is audition.
Auditory signals are generally used to alert people, e.g. an alarm signal or a police siren.

Given this high saliency of auditory signals, studying the integration of visual and
auditory cues could shed light on these integration processes. Early studies using these

two modalities, e.g. Hartmann (1934) and Child (1938) (as cited in Platt, 1972) and later

Warren (1970), showed that auditory discrimination tasks are performed better in the
light than in the dark. This phenomenon is called visual facilitation and proves that

auditory perception is affected by visual perception even when both percepts are
unrelated. Providing visual information that contradicts the auditory information can

even lead to a bias in auditory perception as shown by Jackson (1953) and Pick et al.

(1969) and humans are able to correct for such disparities after a short time (Lewald,
2002). These observed changes in processing of the auditory stimulus given a visual
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stimulus provide strong evidence for the active integration of the auditory and visual

information. However, one drawback of these early studies is that they investigate
mainly changes in auditory perception and performance given cross-modal stimulation.

From these results, no conclusions of cross-modal effects on overt attention can be
drawn.

Another drawback of previous studies using cross-modal stimuli from the auditory and

the visual domain is that most of these studies were limited to simplified and artificial
stimulation in at least one modality. Many psychological experiments use abstract and

simple shapes as visual stimuli in order to have more control over the various variables
of the stimuli such as color, area, shape and size. Other commonly used visual stimuli in

cross-modal studies are highly salient Light Emitting Diodes (LED) as visual stimuli and

tones, e.g. in McDonald et al. (2000). These stimuli are by themselves very salient and
therefore make it difficult to disentangle effects of cross-modal integration from

orienting effects.

To avoid these two drawbacks of previous studies, we will investigate the influences of
complex, natural auditory signals on overt attention by studying eye-traces of human

observers when viewing photographs of natural scenes. Using natural stimuli in the
auditory and visual domain simultaneously allows us to investigate cross-modal

integration effect as they take place in everyday life. On the basis of the various findings

mentioned above, we hypothesize that in overt visual attention a “top-down” guided
integration of auditory information will take place. While “top-down” influences should

significantly influence overall stimulus processing, “bottom-up” influences of early
cortical areas should still be prevalent. Furthermore, such integration should take place

in a highly ordered fashion and therefore enable us to provide a psychophysical function

describing the course of the integration. Such a finding would emphasize the role of top-
down processes in directing human visual attention.

2 Experiment 1:

Experiment 1 was conducted in order to test the equipment used in this study and to

explore possible memory effects from repeated presentation of identical stimuli. The
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correlation between fixation probability and luminance contrast will be analyzed. In a

previous study by Einhäuser and König (2003), a positive correlation between

luminance contrast and fixation probability was observed. Here, we replicated part of

this study using a different set-up and a slightly different procedure.

2.1 Methods:

2.1.1 Participants

Three university students volunteered to participate in this study (2 female). All

participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, were 22 years old and right

handed by self-report. Informed consent was orally obtained from the volunteers prior to

their participation.

Figure 1: Sample pictures used in experiments 1, 2 and 3. All images used depict
highly complex natural scenes. The pictures were used in previous studies (Einhäuser
& König, 2003; Einhäuser et al., submitted).
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2.1.2 Stimuli

The visual stimuli used in this study were previously used in other studies on visual

attention (Einhäuser and König, 2003; Einhäuser et al., submitted). The images display

natural scenes of forests or open landscapes (see figure 1 for some examples, all images

are included on the CD provided). Images were recorded using a high quality digital

camera (3.3 Mega Pixel color mosaic CCD, Nikon Coolpix 995, Tokyo, Japan), down

sampled to a resolution of 1024 x 768 pixels and converted to 8-bit grayscale using the

MatLab (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA) function rgb2gray (see Einhäuser and König,

2003). Overall, 128 natural images were used in this experiment.

2.1.3 Apparatus

For the following experiments, standard equipment for psychophysical experiments was

used. All experiments were carried out in a small, dimly lit room. Eye movements were

recorded using a binocular eye-tracker (‘Eye Link II’, SR Research, Mississauga,

Ontario, Canada, 2003) (see figure 2 for important parts of the eye-tracker). The eye-

tracker was controlled by a Pentium 4 PC (Dell Inc., Round Rock, TX, USA) that

sampled the eye position signal at a rate of 250 Hz or 500 Hz. Besides video-based pupil

tracking, the eye-tracker included infrared cornea reflection which reduces susceptibility

to headband slips and motion (see figure 2). A second computer connected by a remote

Ethernet link was used to control the stimulus presentation sequence and to trigger the

eye-tracker on each trial. In this experiment, a PowerMac G4 800 Mhz (Apple

Computers, Cupertino, CA, USA) was used. Images were displayed on a 17-inch TFT

display (‘ProLite E430’, Iiyama, Feldkirchen, Germany). Due to technical problems

with the source code of the presentation software, images were scaled and presented

with a resolution of 1280 x 960 pixel. This problem was solved after experiment 1 and

for all other experiments the correct resolution of 1024 x 768 pixel was used.
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Figure 2: Parts of the eye-tracker headband. The headband was fitted to the subject’s
head and adjusted until the eyes were visible to both eye-cameras and corneal
illuminators (green circles). The head camera receives a signal from 4 infrared markers
attached to the corners of the display monitor.

2.1.4 Procedure

Prior to their participation in the experiment, all participants were introduced to the

experiment room and the eye-tracker system. Participants were given some information

about the procedure of the session and were informed that they could cancel the

experiment at any time. No information about the purpose of this experiment was given.

At the beginning of the experiment and after 64 images, a nine-point calibration and

validation procedure was performed. During both procedures participants were asked to

fixate on a small point, which appeared randomly at nine locations on the monitor. The

nine points covered a rectangular area with points representing the center, the corners

and the midpoint of each of the four sides of the visual array. The images were presented

in two blocks. In the first block, all original 128 images were shown in random order
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and in the subsequent second block, the same set of images was shown again in a

different random order. No cue or signal was given when the second presentation of the

images started and participants were not aware of the fact that each image was shown

twice. Pictures were presented for 6000 ms each. Prior to each picture presentation, a

central fixation point was displayed. Participants were asked not to move their heads or

to blink during picture presentation. Before the next image was displayed, participants

had to fixate on the central point and push the space bar of the display PC. This central

fixation point was used to perform a correction for drifts and slips of the eye-tracker and

allowed participants to take a short break in between trials. The experiment lasted about

90 minutes. Participants were instructed to “study the images carefully”.

2.1.5 Data Analysis:

In this study, fixation data was analyzed. Raw eye-tracking data and online calculated

fixations were stored by the tracking system in a special file format and converted to

readable ASCII text. These ASCII files were imported into MatLab using the custom

build parsing function asc2mat (see appendix for code, asc2mat.m). The parsing

function extracts all raw eye positions, online calculated fixations and the corresponding

time stamps.

For all fixations obtained from one observer on one image the contrast in a 21 x 21 pixel

square region centered at each fixation was calculated. The used square region

represents a fovea-sized patch (1° x 1°, see Reinagel & Zandor, 1999). In order to

compare the results to the study by Einhäuser & König (2003), we also calculated the

contrast in a 40 x 40 pixel square region. Contrast was defined here as the local standard

deviation within a patch, normalized by the mean intensity of the image (see Reinagel &

Zandor, 1999; Einhäuser & König, 2003). This ‘actual’ condition was then compared to

a ‘control’ condition; here the contrast in the same image was calculated along all

fixations recorded in the same observer on all images (excluding actual fixations). This

kind of analysis was performed for each set of picture presentations independently to

allow comparison and investigation of memory effects.
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2.1.6 Definition of Fixations

As we intend to study effects on overt attention, we will analyze fixations in the

following three experiments. Analysis of saccades would be equivalent to our analysis,

however, it seems more natural to study fixations given that during saccades no

information of the stimulus is processed. The analysis of fixation points relies on the

assumption that eye movements and overt attention are related. This assumption has
been applied by several researchers in the past (e.g. Parkhurst et al., 2002) and also

seems to be appropriate on a biological basis (see introduction). Fixation points can be

defined in various ways. In order to find an appropriate way to define a fixation, four

different kinds of definitions were compared. Figure 3 shows a comparison of the four

definitions along with the raw eye trace. The four methods used to define fixations were

the following:

1) According to Williams (1966), humans are able to make a fixation about every 300

ms. Therefore, a simple way to define fixations is to assume that every 300 ms a fixation

occurs. This method represents an unbiased estimate of the real fixation of the eye. Here,

no assumptions about the velocity of a saccade and the distance between adjacent points

have to be made. Using this approach for a stimulus presentation of 6000 ms exactly 20

fixations will be obtained. Other fixation definitions should yield a similar amount of

fixations in order to be valid.

2) Fixations can be defined by limitations on the maximum distance of adjacent points.

Another constraint is the duration of the fixation. For the definition ‘distance 1’ (blue

stars in figure 3) a very conservative value of 1 pixel was allowed as a maximum for the

distance between adjacent points. The requirement on the duration of a fixation was

rather low, a fixation had to last for at least 120 ms to be accepted. This definition

yielded approximately 18 – 25 fixations per trial.

3) Similarly to the definition in 2), fixations were defined by distance and duration for

‘distance 2’ (magenta circles in figure 3). The requirement on the distance was less strict

and instead of finding and including fixations, the approach of finding and excluding

saccades was used here. If two adjacent eye-positions were further apart than 2 pixels,

the two points were assumed to belong to a saccade and were excluded. For the

remaining points additionally a rather strict duration criterion was applied. A fixation
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had to last at least 200 ms. Using this definition, about 15 – 21 fixations were obtained

per trial.

4) The used eye-tracker is able to calculate fixations online during an experiment. For

this calculation two different modes are possible. Here, the stricter method was used to

make sure that a fixation point really represents a conscious fixation of the observer.

Similar to the definition used in 3), fixations were defined as the inverse to a saccade.

The onset of a saccade was detected when an eye acceleration threshold of 8000

deg/sec2 was exceeded and the eye had to shift from its previous position by at least 0.1

degrees. During a saccade, eye velocity had to be above 30 deg/sec. On average 18 – 22

fixations per trial were detected by this method.

Figure 3: Fixation definitions. Four different methods for defining fixations are shown.
The yellow points represent the raw eye-trace. All four definitions cluster around similar
regions and only two definitions (‘every 300 ms’ and ‘distance 1’) calculated fixation
points during a saccade. Definition ‘EyeLink’ (red points) was used for further analysis.

Comparing the four definitions with the raw eye-trace for randomly chosen trials of four

subjects showed that definition 4 (‘EyeLink’, red dots in figure 3) seems to have the best

fit with clusters on the raw eye-trace. Also, this definition never produces invalid
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fixations during a saccade. Therefore, for subsequent analysis of all experiments, this

definition was used (see appendix for MatLab code of fixation definitions 1 – 3,

fixdef.m).

2.2 Results

To investigate the correlation between luminance contrast and fixation probability, an

analogous analysis to Einhäuser & König (2003) was performed. Contrast values around

fixation points obtained on the same image (‘actual’) are compared to contrast values

around fixation points obtained from different images but applied on the same image

(‘control’). The ‘control’ condition represents an unbiased estimate of contrast along

fixation points if fixations were entirely independent from luminance contrast (see

Einhäuser et al., submitted, for a detailed explanation on this procedure). In order to test

for possible memory effects, the calculation of contrast was done independently for the

first presentation and the second presentation of the stimuli. Analyzing the data pooled

over all participants indeed shows that ‘actual’ contrast exceeds ‘control’ contrast in

more than 50 % (= chance level) of all 128 images. Thus, we were able to replicate this

finding by Einhäuser & König (2003) and Einhäuser et al. (submitted).

For the first stimulus presentation ‘actual’ contrast is higher than ‘control’ contrast in 67

of all images (‘control’ higher in 61 images) using 21 x 21 pixel wide patches (see

Reinagel & Zandor, 1999). This effect is not significant (p=0,444, sign-test). Using

slightly larger 40 x 40 pixel patches (see Einhäuser & König, 2003) the ratio slightly

shifts to 68 pictures in which ‘actual’ contrast exceeds ‘control’ contrast. The second

stimulus presentation always occurred after all 128 images had been shown already.

During second stimulus presentation, ‘actual’ contrast exceeds control contrast in 66

images for small patches (21 x 21) and in 70 images for larger patches (40 x 40). These

two values are both very close to the values obtained for the first image presentation.

The same result has been obtained by Einhäuser & König (2003) who used 6

presentations of the same image in their experiment and found no indication for memory

effects. Given these two results and the richness and complexity of the stimuli we have

strong evidence that repeated exposure to the same image does not influence the
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direction of overt attention significantly. Hence, showing each of the stimuli three times

as we will do in experiment 2 and 3 should have no effect on overt attention.

Collapsing over both stimulus presentations, the ‘actual’ contrast exceeds control

contrast in 54 % of all images, this value is very different to the one observed by

Einhäuser et al. (submitted) (64 %) but given the differences in screen size this result is
in accordance with the findings by Einhäuser et al. (submitted). When applying a low-

pass filter on the images before analysis, this effect increases and reaches significance

(difference was significant if ‘actual’ contrast exceeded ‘control’ contrast in 55% or
more images; sign-test, p<0,045). Figure 4 depicts this increase over a range of cut-off-

frequencies. Significance peaks at a cut-off frequency of 100 (see figure 4 and figure 5).
Einhäuser et al. (submitted) also observed the largest difference between ‘actual’ and

‘control’ images in the range of 100 to 150 as cut-off frequency.

Figure 4: Comparison of contrast using 21x21 pixel wide patches. Contrast of the
actual fixations exceeds contrast found for the control conditions slightly. This effect
increases when the image is low-pass filtered prior to contrast calculation. Using 21x21
pixel wide patches extends the findings by Einhäuser & König (2003) to this smaller
patch size.
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Figure 5: Comparison of contrast using 40x40 pixel wide patches. Using slightly
larger patches than in Figure 4 we obtained similar results. Our finding that contrast
along actual fixations slightly exceeds contrast along control fixations is in accordance
with Einhäuser & König (2003) and Einhäuser et al. (submitted). Applying a low pass
filter to the images prior analysis increases the effect slightly with a peak around a cut
off frequency of 100.

In summary, we were able to replicate key findings from two previous experiments by

Einhäuser & König (2003) and Einhäuser et al. (submitted). This shows that these
findings are robust even when using different equipment and a different set-up.

Problems we encountered in this experiment (screen resolution) have been eliminated in

the subsequent experiments.

3 Experiment 2:

In Experiment 2, we investigated the influences of auditory stimulation on overt visual

attention. For this purpose, observers were presented simultaneously with a visual and
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an auditory stimulus. Auditory stimuli containing relevant information concerning the

visual stimulus should lead observers to integrate the visual and auditory information.

Therefore, we assumed that observers provided with localized auditory information

would shift their attention towards the source of the auditory signal while still being

guided by the visual stimulus to a high degree. In order to test this, an auditory stimulus

rich in information content (bird sounds) was presented to the observer from one

direction while an uninformative auditory stimulus (brown noise) was presented from

the other direction.

3.1 Methods

3.1.1 Participants

Three female volunteers participated in this experiment. All were right-handed by self-

report and none of them had participated in experiment 1. The mean age was 32,33

ranging from 8 to 50 years. The participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision

and reported no hearing deficits or any other cognitive disorders. The youngest

participant preferred to have the eye-tracker headband fitted very loosely and therefore

calibration was difficult and only one eye (left) was tracked.

3.1.2 Stimuli

The visual stimuli used in this experiment were the same as those in experiment 1

(figure 1). Only 64 of the 128 images used in experiment 1 were used in experiment 2.

Additionally, some random images of the original set were used to create white noise

images. In these noise images, the position of each pixel was randomized using the

MatLab (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA) function randperm. No feature of the

underlying image was visible in these noise images and adjacent pixels were not related

to each other. Overall, 64 natural images and 32 noise images were used in the

experiment.

The auditory stimuli were taken from a commercially available CD (Sony Music

Entertainment, 2001) and from free samples of a commercial Internet source (Askland

Technologies, Inc., Victorville, Canada, 1999). Apart from two exceptions (frog and
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water sounds), all stimuli were sounds of songbirds. Bird sounds were used because high

frequencies are easier to localize and bird sounds fit semantically into the context of the

natural scenes depicted on the visual stimuli. Given the context of trees and landscapes,

bird sounds provide information about the possible content of the visual scene. In order

to test for an integration of semantically relevant information, the auditory stimuli were

modified so that the original signal was only presented in one channel (either left or

right). From every original sound channel, a brown noise signal was calculated by

performing a random phase shift on the original signal (see appendix for code,

makeAudioStimuliFFT6n.m). This was done in the frequency domain by applying a Fast

Fourier Transformation. The resulting signal resembled the original signal closely in that

it showed a nearly identical power spectrum. This brown noise signal was then played

simultaneously with the original signal. In condition “LeftB”, the original signal was

played from the left and the brown noise signal was played from the right. In condition

“RightB”, this pattern was reversed and in condition “VisualB” brown noise was

presented in both channels. Therefore, in this experiment an auditory signal was present

in all conditions and always from both speakers. For this experiment, 32 different

auditory stimuli were used. Images from each condition were presented in a

pseudorandom sequence (see appendix for code, bloecke.m)

3.1.3 Apparatus

In contrast to the first experiment, a different display PC, additional loudspeakers and a

different computer screen were used in experiment 2. A Pentium 4 (custom build) with

fast graphics card (‘Radeon 9800XT’, ATI) and high quality sound card (‘Sound Blaster

Audigy EX ZR Platinum Pro’, Creative Labs) served as display PC. Two loudspeakers

were used to generate the auditory stimuli (‘PS-71’, Kinyo Co. Ltd., Hsinchu, Taiwan).

The loudspeakers were hidden from participants’ view by a curtain in order to prevent

them from acquiring a visual context and to avoid involuntary orienting reactions

towards the speakers and fixations off the computer screen. Both speakers were located

at a distance of about 20 cm to the left or right of the computer screen. Visual stimuli

were displayed with a resolution of 1024 x 768 pixel and a refresh rate of 120 Hz on a
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large 21 inch CRT screen (‘SyncMaster 1100DF’, Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.,

Korea, 2003), which was located at a distance of 80 cm from the participant. This

distance yields approximately 28˚x 21˚ of visual angle (see figure 6). Participants were

seated in a chair without wheels to ensure a constant distance to the screen. The screen

was calibrated for optimal contrast and brightness using a commercial color meter

(EyeOne Display, Gretag Macbeth, Regensburg, CH).

Figure 6: Experimental setup. Degrees of visual angle in experiment 2 and 3.
Observers were seated at a distance of 80 cm from the center of a 40 x 30 cm screen
(21’).

3.1.4 Procedure

The procedure in experiment 2 closely resembled the one described in experiment 1.

However, the following changes were made to the stimuli and their presentation. Only

64 of the images used in experiment 1 were used in experiment 2. The images were

presented in two blocks of 128 images each. Within these blocks, one natural image was

shown in three different conditions, one time with brown noise as auditory stimulation

alone (“VisualB”), one time with auditory stimulus from the left speaker and brown

noise from the right (“LeftB”) and one time with auditory stimulus from the right and

brown noise from the left side (“RightB”). Additionally, 16 white noise images were

shown together with brown noise as auditory stimulation in the corresponding
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conditions “Noise LeftB” and “Noise RightB”. Therefore, in each block 32 of the

original 128 natural images were displayed. The same calibration and validation

procedure as in experiment 1 was performed at the start of each session and always after

the presentation of 32 pictures. Also always after 32 images, participants were given a

short break with the option of removing the headband. Calibration for one subject was

difficult and the average error for all participants was below 0.7 deg of visual angle.

Stimulus duration and drift correction were the same as in experiment 1. To avoid

possible task effects, participants were just told to “Study the images carefully and listen

to the sound”. The experiment lasted about 45 minutes.

3.1.5 Data Analysis

Fixation points were extracted from the raw eye-tracker data using the same fixation

definition as in experiment 1. For our analysis, we collapsed the fixation points from all

participants and from all images over their respective condition (see MatLab code

GrandAV_final.m in appendix). This procedure yields 5 fixation distributions, one for

each of the conditions used. Each of the fixation distributions represents a grand average

of fixation patterns in this condition as various images and various observers contribute

to the distribution. This difference in the individual distributions can be attributed solely

to the effect of the conditions involved and therefore is a reliable measurement for the

effect of the auditory signal on visual attention. Fixation distributions were compared

using an adapted version of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test (KS-Test, for a description

see Press et al., 1992). This test is suitable for our analysis as it can be used to assess the

accordance of two distributions without assumptions about their underlying distributions

(Clauß, Finze & Partzsch, 1999). Analyzing eye-tracking data, it is the case that two

adjacent fixation points are not independent. Following Einhäuser & König (2003), the

statistical power of the KS-Test was reduced (sample size was corrected) in a

customized version of the KS-Test (Engmann, 2004). To compare distributions in our

following analysis, we used this customized version to perform a two-sided KS-Test.
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3.2 Results:

In experiment 2, we investigated possible effects of cross-modal stimulus processing on

visual overt attention. We hypothesized that a localized informative auditory signal

would lead to changes in processing a visual stimulus while providing auditory

stimulation to both ears.

Figure 7: Grand average of fixation distributions along the x-axis in the
conditions “LeftN” (I), “VisualN” (II) and “RightN” (III). Fixation position along the x-
axis is plotted against time (divided into 16 bins of 375 ms each). Number of fixations is
encoded by color, ranging from few fixations (dark colors) to many fixations (light colors,
e.g. red, yellow) and no fixations are represented by white. Row a) shows the fixation
distributions (min 10 fixations, max 100 fixations) from 0 to 6000 ms while row b) leaves
out the first 375 ms and therefore shows the fixation distributions (min 5 fixations, max
25 fixations) from 375 to 6000 ms. Row b) allows for a closer comparison of the three
distributions as a large amount of fixation points cluster in time bin 1. Fixation
distributions along the x-axis show no significant difference for the three conditions
“RightN”, “VisualN” and “LeftN”. The spatial location of most fixation points across the
time span of 6 sec. clusters around the center of the screen. (see appendix for a larger
version of this figure)

Analyzing the grand average of fixation distributions by condition, we were not able to

find significant differences between the three main conditions “VisualN”, “LeftN” and

“RightN” (figure 7). Comparison of conditions “VisualN” and “LeftN” showed no

significant differences (KS-Test, p=0,91) as did the comparison of conditions “RightN”

and “LeftN” (KS-Test, p=0,90). For the comparison of conditions “RightN” and

“VisualN”, the difference was larger as in the previous comparisons but still did not
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reach significance (KS-Test, p=0,67). Given these results, we were not able to observe

an integration of meaningful auditory stimuli on overt visual attention.

3.3 Discussion

In this experiment, an auditory stimulation was present in all conditions and always from

two speakers simultaneously. One of the speakers presented bird sounds while the other

presented brown noise (created from the bird sounds). Our hypothesis that observers

would integrate the meaningful auditory information and ignore the noise could not be

confirmed by our findings. However, there is strong evidence that this finding might be

due to the procedure applied. As speakers were only approximately 80 cm away from

each other, it was difficult for observers to localize the meaningful auditory stimuli

accurately. Also, one participant reported that she believed the noise belonged to the

bird sounds and that the brown noise blended smoothly with the bird sounds. Given

these considerations it is possible that observers integrated the auditory information in

all conditions and therefore did not show any difference between conditions. This

implies that auditory stimulation alone might lead to integration regardless of

information content of the stimulus. However, this experiment cannot resolve this issue,

as the brown noise might have been perceived as part of the informative stimulation. To

investigate this issue, a meaningless auditory stimulus is needed. Such a stimulus,

however, proved difficult to find as white noise or simple tones strongly attract attention

and less disturbing sounds as brown noise tend to merge with other sounds. Therefore,

we decided to eliminate the brown noise in our three conditions and test for possible

effects given localized bird sounds alone. We will discuss effects of these changes in

experiment 3.

4 Experiment 3:

In experiment 3, we further investigate the integration of auditory and visual
information. In contrast to experiment 2, the cross-modal stimuli here consisted of a

visual stimulus and a strongly localized auditory stimulus. No brown noise was given
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with the auditory signal in this experiment as the results obtained in experiment 2

suggest that the brown noise interfered with the integration of the relevant information.
The goal of experiment 3 is to show a shift of fixation probability towards the source of

an auditory signal without changing the overall fixation pattern for the underlying visual
stimuli. This experiment is the main experiment of this study. If human observers

integrate cross-modal information, then the overall selection of fixation points given a

visual stimulus should not change when additional auditory information is given.

However, the actual fixation pattern observed should show a shift towards the auditory

stimulation in order to account for the additional information provided. Such a pattern

would suggest that human observers integrate cross-modal information.

4.1 Methods

4.1.1 Participants

For this experiment, 16 different participants (8 female) were recruited through

advertisements. All participants were naïve to the purpose of the experiment and had not

been previously exposed to the stimuli used. They all had normal (68,75%) or corrected-

to-normal (31,25%) vision and reported no hearing deficits or any other cognitive

disorders. All but two were right handed by self-report. The mean age of the participants

was 22,25 years, with a range from 19 to 28 years (see table 1 for details). The

experiment lasted about 60 minutes and participants were paid or received course credits

for their participation in the study. Informed and written consent was obtained from all

participants prior to their participation. Participants had the option to participate up to

four times on separate days and saw new images in each new run. During the experiment

all subjects, except for four who wore heavy glasses or contact lenses, were sampled at

250 Hz with cornea reflection.
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Table 1: Participant information. Most participants were tracked using the
Cornea-Reflection. Average errors of calibration were very low as indicated in column
“Calibration mean error”. The overall amount of the 128 base images was split into 4
runs with 32 images each. Therefore, each participant was allowed to participate up to
4 times in the study. The number of runs of each participant is indicated in column
“Runs”. Only one participant completed all four possible runs.

4.1.2 Stimuli

The visual stimuli used in this experiment were the same as those in experiment 1

(figure 1) and all 128 images were used. The white noise images used in experiment 2

were also included in this experiment. Also the auditory stimuli used were the same as in

experiment 2. As no clear effect was found in experiment 2, great care was taken to

make the auditory signals highly localized for this experiment. In order to achieve this,

Participant

Number

Age Handedness Cornea-Reflection

(CR)

Glasses Calibration

mean error

(degrees)

Runs

1 23 Right No Yes 0.54 1

2 20 Right Yes No 0.32 1

3 22 Right No Yes 0.35 2

4 21 Right Yes No 0.34 1

5 24 Right Yes No 0.41 3

6 25 Right Yes Yes 0.37 4

7 22 Right Yes No 0.52 2

8 22 Left Yes No 0.33 1

9 20 Right Yes Yes 0.35 2

10 19 Right Yes No 0.27 2

11 28 Right Yes No 0.55 1

12 21 Left No No 0.58 2

13 26 Right Yes No 0.30 1

14 23 Right Yes No 0.36 1

15 19 Right No No 0.43 1

16 21 Right Yes No 0.48 1
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sound was only presented in one channel while the other remained silent. The active and

the silent channel were switched for different conditions (“Left” and “Right”). From the

original sound file, one channel was randomly selected (left or right) and this channel

was then used in the two stimulus conditions. Consequently in condition “Visual”, no

sound was played at all. The auditory stimuli had an intensity level ranging from 50 to

72 dB for the “Left” condition and from 55 to 77 for the “Right” condition (measured at

the observer’s position). The increase of 5 dB in the “Right” condition was due to the

set-up of the experiment room (reflections from the wall). Overall, 32 different sounds

were used in the experiment.

4.1.3 Procedure

The procedure for experiment 3 was the same as for experiment 2 except for changes in

the stimuli used. The images were presented in four blocks of 128 images each. Within

these blocks, one natural image was shown in three different conditions, one time

without auditory stimulus (“Visual”), one time with auditory stimulus from the left

speaker only (“Left”) and one time with auditory stimulus from the right side only

(“Right”) (see figure 8). Therefore, in each block 32 of the original 128 natural images

were displayed. Additionally, 32 white noise images were shown, 16 with auditory

stimulus from the left only (“Noise Left”) and 16 with auditory stimuli from the right

only (“Noise Right”).
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Figure 8: Experimental procedure for experiment 3. 128 grey-scale photographs
were shown in three conditions: with sound played from the left (“Left”) or right (“Right”)
and without auditory signal (“Visual”) in a pseudorandom sequence. Additionally, 32
images without information content (white noise) were shown together with an auditory
signal from the left (“Noise Left”) or right (“Noise Right”). Each image was presented for
6s. Participants were instructed: “Study the images carefully and listen to the sounds.”

A calibration procedure was performed at the start of each session and always after the

presentation of 32 pictures. Following each calibration procedure, a validation procedure

was performed to verify the accuracy of the calibration. Calibration and validation

procedures were the same as in experiment 1 and 2. The calibration procedure was

repeated until the average error during the validation procedure was below 0,6 deg.

Therefore, average tracking error was only 0,41˚ of visual angle for the left eye and

0,46˚ for the right eye. As in experiment 2, participants were given a short break after 32

images and a complete recalibration of the eye-tracking system was performed.

Participants were instructed to “Study the images carefully and listen to the sound”.
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4.1.4 Data Analysis

The raw eye traces obtained from the eye-tracker were analyzed using the same MatLab

functions as in experiment 1. For all participants, fixations points were calculated and

analyzed. As tracking-error was lowest for the left eye, we decided to use only data from

the left eye for all the following results. However, we performed the same calculations

with the right eye-data and obtained identical results. In the following analysis, we

collapsed the fixation data from all participants either by condition, yielding 3 fixation

distributions (Grand averages, see experiment 2), or by image and condition, yielding 3
x 128 (384) fixation distributions. Each participant saw 32 different natural images in

three different conditions and 32 white noise images (static blur). For each image, the
fixations of six different participants were used for data analysis. (The only exception to

this were images 33-64, here nine participants were included.)

4.2 Results:

Figure 9: Distribution of fixations points in experiment 2. Fixation distributions
along the x-axis of the conditions “Left” (I), “Visual” (II) and “Right” (III) are compared.
Looking at row a) (min 50 fixations, max 500 fixations), a strong shift towards the left for
I-a) and towards the right for III-a) can be observed whereas fixations in II-a) mainly
cluster around the center. For row b) (min 20 fixations, max 120 fixations) the first
fixation has been left out. Here a more detailed comparison is possible. Comparison of
I-b) and II-b) shows that the shift to the left lasted only for approximately 1600 ms in
condition “Left”. (See appendix for a larger version of this figure.)
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In this experiment, we investigated if an additional auditory signal is effective in

capturing overt visual attention and if this additional information is integrated in the

processing of the visual stimulus. We hypothesized that an effective integration of the

auditory signal significantly changes the fixation pattern we observe given the visual

stimulation alone. Using localized auditory stimuli, we hypothesize that a shift towards

the site of stimulation will be visible. However, given an integration of the two stimuli,

we also expect the visual stimulus to guide attention to a significant degree.

4.2.1 Shifts in Fixation Distribution

The fixation distributions in the three conditions “Visual”, “Left” and “Right” differ

significantly over a variable time-course. This difference can be attributed to the

auditory signal present in conditions “Left” and “Right”. On the basis of the different

fixation distributions in these conditions, we will show that the auditory signal and the

visual stimulus were integrated.

Fixations made by all subjects on all images in one condition were collapsed and

analyzed. The resulting fixation distributions are made up by a variety of different visual

stimuli. Therefore, analysis of the fixation distributions represents a measurement of the

effect of the auditory cue in the conditions “Left” and “Right”.
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Figure 10: Distribution of fixation points along x-axis. The images a) – d) show
fixation distributions along x-axis during four different time points. The screen width (x-
axis) is divided into 16 bins of equal size (64 pixels each, plotted on x-axis). For each
bin along the x-axis, the amount of fixations observed in this region is plotted on the y-
axis. The red line shows the distribution for condition “Left”, the blue line for condition
“Visual” and the green line for condition “Right”. Fixations in the first 375 ms (a) cluster
mainly around the center of the screen (bins 7 - 9). This may be caused by the initial
fixation point at position x=512. Thus, no difference of fixation position in the different
conditions can be observed (KS-Test did not reach significance with α = 0,01). After the
initial 375 ms horizontal positions of fixations differ significantly, revealing shifts towards
the auditory signal. For the time period from 1125 ms to 1500 ms (b) all distributions are
significantly different: “Left” vs. “Visual” (p = 0,0041, α = 0,01, KS-Test), “Right” vs.
“Visual” (p < 0,0001, α = 0,01, KS-Test), “Right” vs. “Left” (p < 0,0001, α = 0,01, KS-
Test). Over time, the effect fades off. During the time period from 3375 ms to 3750 ms
(c) only condition “Right” is significantly different to condition “Visual” (p = 0,0046, α =
0,01, KS-Test) and for the time period 5700 ms to 6000 ms (d) the distributions do not
differ significantly (KS-Test with α = 0,01).

Our results show that fixation distributions shifted slightly to the left in condition “Left”

and strongly to the right in condition “Right”. This difference is significant for

comparisons between the conditions “Right” and “Visual” (KS-Test, α = 0,01, p <

0,001) and between “Left” and “Visual” (KS-Test, α = 0,01, p<0,001) and between

“Left” and “Right” (p < 0,0001, α = 0,01, KS-Test) (figure 9). In order to further
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investigate the time course of this effect, fixation distributions of the three conditions

were compared in time intervals of 375 ms duration (figure 10 and table 2). This

analysis reveals the strength of the auditory cue over time. The effect is strongest and

lasts for the longest period when condition “Right” and “Left” are compared (table 2).

 “Left” vs. “Right” “Left” vs. “Visual” “Right” vs “Visual”

Time p-Value Strength Time p-Value Strength Time p-Value Strength

1  -

375

0,0216 n.s. 1  -

375

0,611 n.s. 1  -

375

0,221 n.s.

- 750 <0,0001 ***** - 750 0,0003 ** - 750 <0,0001 **

- 1125 <0,0001 ***** - 1125 0,0001 ** - 1125 <0,0001 **

- 1500 <0,0001 **** - 1500 0,0004 ** - 1500 <0,0001 *****

- 1875 <0,0001 ***** - 1875 0,0063 * - 1875 <0,0001 **

- 2250 <0,0001 *** - 2250 0,0297 n.s. - 2250 0,0078 *

- 2625 0,0002 ** - 2625 0,1397 n.s. - 2625 0,0021 *

- 3000 0,0003 ** - 3000 0,2676 n.s. - 3000 0,0097 *

- 3375 <0,0001 *** - 3375 0,0595 n.s. - 3375 0,0078 *

- 3750 0,0049 * - 3750 0,9097 n.s. - 3750 0,0046 *

- 4125 0,0002 ** - 4125 0,3276 n.s. - 4125 0,0152 n.s.

- 4500 0,0008 ** - 4500 0,1043 n.s. - 4500 0,0018 *

- 4875 0,0863 n.s. - 4875 0,2409 n.s. - 4875 0,245 n.s.

- 5250 0,0643 n.s. - 5250 0,0174 n.s. - 5250 0,766 n.s.

- 5625 0,011 n.s. - 5625 0,0577 n.s. - 5625 0,488 n.s.

- 6000 0,386 n.s. - 6000 0,2951 n.s. - 6000 0,924 n.s.

Table 2: Effect size of auditory cue. The greatest difference can be found between
the conditions “Right” and “Left”. The difference between conditions “Left” and “Visual”
is rather weak and probably due to stimulus properties and experiment set-up. Effect
size is estimated by using the p-value of the KS-Test and therefore reflects effect
robustness. No significant difference between two distributions is indicated by “n.s.”
(KS-Test, α = 0,01).
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The fixation distributions of conditions “Left” and “Right” differ from 375 ms to 4500

ms (table 2). An additional analysis of the first time bin (0 – 375 ms) showed that the

distributions start to differ after the initial 300 ms. Thus, the auditory cue was effective

in capturing attention over a time course of 4200 ms. The lack of an effect in the initial

300 ms can be explained by the central fixation cross that preceded every trial. Evidence

for this can be found by looking at the first and second fixations of the participants

(figure 11). The first fixation of all participants is close to the center of the screen (=

location of initial fixation cross). After the first saccade, a difference in this pattern can

be observed.

Figure 11: Comparison of first and second fixations. The first fixation (red crosses)
of each observer can be found near the center of the screen and doesn’t seem to
depend on the underlying visual stimulus. In contrast to this, the second fixations (green
circles) of all observers do not cluster around the center of the screen and are more
widespread.
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The second and third fixations made in condition “Left” are generally to the left of the

center whereas the third fixations in condition “Right” are generally to the right of the

center.

Comparing the median of the first, second and third fixations performed by all observers

in the three conditions, a strong shift towards the auditory signal is visible (figure 12).

Figure 12: Comparison of first, second and third fixation median. For all
conditions, observer’s first fixations (circles) are found around the center of the screen.
However, the second (triangles) and third (crosses) fixations differ in the three
conditions. In condition “Left” (green), a shift to the left of the center, and in condition
“Right” (blue), a shift to the right can be observed. For condition “Visual” (red), only a
slight shift to the left is visible.

This pattern strongly suggests that the auditory signal was effective in capturing and
modulating the observer’s attention while scanning the visual scene. The course of this

effect can be described by psychophysical functions and the general pattern is best
described by an inverted exponential (inverted “U”-shape) or polynomial function.

Psychophysical functions for the effect observed in the three conditions are shown in

figure 13. As a measure of effectiveness the p-value of the KS-Test was used, this
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corresponds to row strength in table 2. The function depicted for comparison of

condition “Right” and “Visual” clearly differs from the one for comparison between
“Left” and “Visual”. However, considering only the time period from the onset to the

offset of the effect observed both functions show the same pattern of an inverted
exponential function. Therefore, an exponential function is sufficient to describe the

effect of the auditory signal on visual processing. In the following, we will investigate if

the observed effect can be explained by simple orienting reactions towards the auditory
signal or rather by an integration of the provided information from the visual and

auditory domain.

Figure 13: Psychophysical functions of the effect of the auditory signal.
Comparing fixation distributions in conditions “Right” (a) and “Left” (b) to condition
“Visual” reveals a steep on- and offset of the effect. Functions are estimated using
polynomial regression. The effect was only significant if the function curve or the blue
squares (1 - p-value from KS-Test, see table 2) were very close or above 1,0. Both
function curves suggest that the observed effect can be described by an exponential
function. The comparison between condition “Right” and “Left” yielded a similar function
curve as in a) and is therefore omitted.

4.2.2 Attention Capturing Effects by Auditory Signals

The effect observed above might be due to orienting reactions of the observers towards

the auditory signal. In order to assess the effect of the auditory signal alone, participants

were presented with white noise images (static blur) and a localized auditory signal. In

this condition (“Noise Left” and “Noise Right”), the visual display provided no useful
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information. We observed the fixation distribution given such a visual stimulus alone

with one volunteer (in experiment 1) and observed very few and long fixations in the

central areas of the screen. Fixation patterns given such a visual stimulus were different

when additionally an auditory signal was present (observed in experiment 2 and 3).

Figure 14: Fixation distributions along x-axis for noise-images. 32 noise images
(static blur) were presented simultaneously with left (a) or right (b) localized auditory
signals. The amount of fixations (see color-bar) along the screen width (x-axis) is
plotted against time. Presented in the figure are all fixations made after the first 375 ms,
this compares to figure 9 I b) - III b). The major proportions of fixations stays in the
middle of the visual display although slight shifts towards the source of stimulation are
present.

Following the onset of the auditory signal, a shift of fixation distributions towards the

source of the signal is present. This shift may be accounted solely by the auditory signal

(figure 14). However, this shift differs from the shift observed in the conditions “Right”

or “Left” (compare colors in figure 9). The observed fixation distributions show a

continuous shift towards the auditory signal and a concentration of fixation points

around the center of the screen throughout stimulus presentation. The shifts observed in

conditions “Left” and “Right” were not continuous but showed a steep on and offset and

the observed shift was stronger. Therefore, attention capturing effects or orienting

reactions towards the auditory cue cannot explain the fixation distributions observed

above (figure 9). Also, the stimuli used in this study were not loud and distracting

noises. Participants were asked about their perception of the sounds after the experiment

and described them as nice and relaxing and no participant reported that sounds were

distracting or disturbing. Therefore, it is very unlikely that the auditory stimuli caused

strong orienting reactions.
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Figure 15: Spatial distribution of fixation probability. Fixation probability for one
image (image 1) in the three conditions “Left” (a), “Visual” (b) and “Right” (c). A shift of
the fixation probability towards the auditory signal can be observed. However, a strong
correlation between the fixation patterns exists. The effect of the auditory signal seems
to be added onto the distribution observed for the visual stimulus alone (b).

4.2.3 Correlation of Fixation Probabilities

Finally, analyzing and comparing the fixation probabilities of all images, we are able to

show that the observed effect truly represents an integration of the two modalities. In an

integrative process, none of the two given stimuli should dominate stimulus processing.

Consequently, also in the conditions “Left” and “Right” where the auditory signal and

visual stimulus were presented together, the fixation probabilities should be similar to

the probabilities found for condition “Visual”, i.e. the visual stimulus should still guide
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the attention process to a considerable degree. The results above show that there was a

shift in the fixation distributions of the three conditions. However, if we correct for this

global shift, do we still observe a significant difference in the spatial distributions?

To answer this question, we calculated fixation probabilities for each image in each of

the conditions “Left”, “Visual” and “Right” by collecting the fixations from all

participants in a fixation matrix of size 1024 x 768 (initialized with 0s and each fixation

position was marked by adding one). Thus, we did not account for fixation duration.

Each point in this fixation matrix was then multiplied with a Gaussian (width 40 pixel).

The result of this calculation yields an un-normalized fixation probability distribution.

As discussed earlier, in this un-normalized distribution the amount of fixations in

conditions “Right” and “Left” is much higher at the site of auditory stimulation.

Therefore, the probability distributions were normalized by dividing the matrix by the

total number of fixations for this image. After normalization, the area below the

probability landscape is exactly 1. For each image now, the correlation coefficient

between the probability distributions in the three conditions “Left” (figure 15a),

“Visual” (figure 15b) and “Right” (figure 15c) was calculated. A topographic plot of the

fixation probabilities of image 1 (depicted in figure 8) can be seen in figure 15. The

correlation coefficient between the distribution in figure 15a and 15b was positive (r =

0,56; blue star on red line in figure 16) as well as the correlation coefficient for the

distributions in figure 15b and 15c (r = 0,46; blue star on green line in figure 16). We

performed this calculation for all pairs of images in the conditions “Left”, “Visual” and

“Right” (figure 16). Overall correlation of fixation probabilities of the same picture in

different conditions was positive (mean r = 0,45). If the auditory signal dominates over

the visual stimulus during combined presentation, the observed correlation for one

image in different conditions should be similar to the correlation between any image in

condition “Visual” and any other picture from condition “Left” or “Right” as visual

information is ignored by the observer. Therefore, we also looked at correlation values

for this “control” condition, comparing different images in different conditions.

Correlation values for this control condition were most of the time uncorrelated (mean

r=-0,01) or even slightly negatively correlated (dashed line in figure 16). This negative

correlation of different images and the positive correlation of the same image in
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different conditions speak against the possibility that the auditory signal dominated over

the visual stimulus. On the other hand, the observed shift in the fixation distributions

speaks against the possibility that the visual stimulus dominated over the auditory signal.

Hence, we can conclude that upon combined presentation of auditory and visual

stimulation an integration process takes place. The observed correlation between

fixation distributions for a visual stimulus on its own and in combination with an

auditory stimulus implies that 20 % of the variance in the distribution of fixation points

can be understood by adding the auditory cue with a visually determined saliency map.

Figure 16: Cross-Correlation between fixation distributions: Correlation coefficients
for the fixation distributions obtained from the same image but in different conditions are
depicted by the red (“Left” vs. “Visual”) and the green (“Right” vs. “Visual”) line. These
lines represent the actual correlation we find between the distribution of fixation points
in different conditions. Despite the fact that we observed a strong shift in distributions,
the correlation coefficient for two different conditions is still very high (mean r=0,45).
The dashed line on the other hand shows the correlation coefficient for comparison
between two random images in the conditions “Visual” and “Left” or “Right”. This
comparison represents the expected value if the two distributions were in fact unrelated.
Here, a slight negative correlation can be observed (mean r=-0,01). The actual
observed correlation coefficients differ significantly from the control coefficients
(p<0,001, α = 0,01, KS-Test). The observed value for image 1, depicted in figure 8 and
15, are shown as blue stars.
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In summary, human observers process combined signals from the auditory and the

visual domain applying an integrative process. During this process structured,

information of the visual modality is maintained when auditory information is added.

4.2.4 Quantifying the Integration of Two Modalities

How does the integration described above take place and to what extent do the single

stimuli contribute to the whole percept? To answer this difficult question, we made an

attempt to quantify the effect of the auditory signal observed above. In a very simple

model of integration, the auditory signal is added linearly to the visual signal to yield the

pattern observed for the combined presentation. The condition “Visual” in experiment 3

represents the effect of the visual stimulus alone (V) on overt visual attention. The

observed fixation pattern in the conditions “NoiseLeft” and “NoiseRight” represent the

influence of the auditory signal (A) on attention and the conditions “Left” and “Right”

represent the effect of both stimuli (C_obs) at the same time. We should be able to

separate the two individual stimuli involved in this combined presentation. The

combined presentation (C) could be made up from the auditory (A) and the visual (V)

stimuli in various ways. For example:

1) C(x) = a0 + a1*A(x) + a2*V(x) + a3*A(x)*V(x) with a0,a1,a2,a3 = scalars

2) C(x) = max(A(x),V(x))

In the case that the auditory signal had no influence on visual processing, the combined

presentation C(x) should be equal to V(x). Assessing which combinations reflect the

processes underlying human integration of the two signals is difficult. Overall,

calculating the distributions of combined presentations using variations of formula 1)

fitted the observed distribution (C_obs) more closely than using formula 2. A very

simple function with good results is:

3) C(x) = 0.3 * A(x) + 0.7 * V(x)

However, we were not able to identify one formula that fitted all data. Using the slightly

more complex function

4) C(x) = 0.3 + 0.3 * A(x) + 0.3 * V(x) + 0.35*A(x)*V(x)

produced good results for image 1 when C(x) is compared to C-obs(x). The probability

distributions for the components V(x) and A(x) along with C-obs(x) and C(x) for image
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1 using the formula given in 4) to calculate C(x) is given in figure 17. The calculated

C(x) (figure 17 d) resembles C_obs(x) (figure 17 c) closely, however it does not fit

perfectly.

Figure 17: Calculation of the combined stimulus presentation. From the fixation
probabilities derived for image 1 (see figure 8, 15 and 16) in condition a) “Visual”
(=V(x)) together with the fixation probability derived from an image in condition b)
“NoiseRight” (=A(x)) we calculated the combined fixation probability in d) using the
formula: C(x)=0.3 * 0.3*A(x)+0.3*V(x). Comparing this calculated distribution (d) to the
actually observed distribution using the same visual and auditory stimulus (c) shows
that the calculated distribution is able to reflect key patterns of the observed distribution.
However, we were not able to obtain a close fit between C(x) and C_obs(x).

Calculating the cross-correlation between C_obs(x) and C(x) for several images we

found a positive correlation of around r = 0,48 in most cases. However, given the

correlation of r = 0,46 for V(x) and C_obs(x) (see figure 16), the observed correlation

between C(x) and C_obs(x) is rather low.

Hence, we were not successful in recombining reactions to the separate stimuli to yield

the same result as in combined presentation but we were able to give a good estimate
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using formulas 3) and 4). These formulas suggest that the auditory effect on the

distribution of fixation points lies around 30 %. This value is very close to the value of

20%, which we obtained above from our cross-correlation investigation. Therefore, the

additive models of interaction suggested in formulas 1), 3) and 4) seem to appropriately

quantify the integration process we observed in human participants.

5 Discussion

In this study, we were able to show that humans integrate auditory and visual

information in overt attention. We showed that localized auditory signals lead to a shift

towards the auditory signal in fixation patterns. However in this situation, visual

information still influences stimulus processing strongly. Given these two results,

auditory information seems to guide overt attention by attracting gaze and this is done in

an integrative fashion with auditory and visual information contributing both to this

process. The effect of the auditory signal shows a steep onset and fades off over a

variable time-course. Our results for the effect in condition “Left” of experiment 3

indicate that intensity of the auditory signal plays a crucial role in determining the time

course of the effect. For this condition, the auditory signal was consistently 5 dB less

intense and the effect lasted for only a shorter period of time as in condition “Right”.

However, looking at figure 11 and 12 a slight initial trend of fixations towards the left is

visible. This trend may also account for the weaker results obtained for condition “Left”

in experiment 3. However, we are not sure why this trend was present in our study and it

might be due to the set-up of the room. Considering this issue, further research is

needed. Future studies should directly investigate the relationship between stimulus

strength or saliency and integration of two stimuli in cross-modal experiments

In contrast to the results from experiment 3, our findings in experiment 2 indicate that

uniformly distributed auditory information does not lead to significant changes in overt

attention. This suggests that in experiment 2 no integration occurred. However, it is also

possible that integration took place but we were not able to assess it with the methods

employed. Therefore, it would be interesting to evaluate the integration of non-localized
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auditory stimulation and visual stimulation in future experiments. In order to

successfully investigate this issue, a different method of analysis ought to be applied.

Our attempt to separate the two components of the integration, the auditory and the

visual stimulation, showed that additive models are able to account for the observed

shifts. However, we failed to provide a single best formula for this integration. This

failure could be due to the auditory component used. In experiment 3, we examined the

auditory component alone (figure 14) and saw that fixation distributions cluster around

the center of the screen. Therefore, our method to assess the influence of the auditory

cue alone might have been inadequate and include noise within the auditory component.

Therefore, future studies should try to assess the auditory component by providing no

visual stimulation at all. To investigate the integration of cross-modal stimulation

further, future studies might also examine the interaction of other modalities, e.g.

olfaction or tactile stimulation.

Both, experiment 2 and experiment 3 show that auditory information does not lead

observers to ignore visual information. Purely stimulus driven, bottom-up models of

overt attention, fail to account for influences from other modalities. While there is

evidence of bi-modal cells in early cortical areas (Fishman & Michael, 1973), additional

evidence from physiological and fMRI studies suggest that major sites of cross-modal

integration lie in the superior colliculus (e.g. Meredith & Stein, 1983) and that the cross-

modal integrative functions of the superior colliculus depend on top-down influences

from areas of association cortex (Calvert et al., 2001). Indeed, it has been suggested that

a distributed network of brain areas could be involved in cross-modal integration

(Calvert et al., 2001). According to this hypothesis, higher cortical areas seem to

modulate processing in early cortical areas via a downstream of information. Our

findings, as well, strongly speak against a bottom-up dominance of visual information in

overt attention and support this hypothesis as effects of cross-modal stimulation fade

with time – bi-modal cells in early cortical areas should show sustained changes in firing

patterns given no top-down influence. Therefore, processing of cross-modal stimuli is

more than just stimulus driven effects. Cross-modal stimuli seem to be processed in an

active, top-down fashion. Intuitively, this effect makes sense. Most objects we encounter

in nature provide multimodal stimulation to our senses. A flower for example provides
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visual and olfactory information as well as tactile information if touched. In order to

make use of this additional information and to maximize entropy, as many modalities as

possible need to be considered. In our case, information gained through audition was

used by observers to guide eye movements to locations that might yield valuable

information while at the same time the visual stimulus itself guided eye movements.

6 Conclusion

This study was the first to show cross-modal integration of the auditory and visual

domain using complex natural stimuli in both modalities. Our experiments give evidence

that human observers are able to integrate information presented simultaneously in two

different modalities. Presentation of a natural visual scene along with a natural auditory

stimulus lead to a shift of gaze towards the source of the auditory stimulation. However,

apart form the global shift of fixations overall scanning of the visual scene remained

unaffected.
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9 Appendix

9.1 Consent sheet:

9.1.1 Original version (used in the study):

Aufklärung / Einwilligung

Sehr geehrte Teilnehmerin, sehr geehrter Teilnehmer,

Sie haben sich freiwillig zur Teilnahme an dieser Studie gemeldet. Hier erhalten Sie nun
einige Informationen zu Ihren Rechten und zum Ablauf des folgenden Experiments.
Bitte lesen Sie sich die folgenden Abschnitte sorgfältig durch.

1) Zweck der Studie
Ziel dieser Studie ist es, neue Erkenntnisse über die gleichzeitige Verarbeitung von
unterschiedlichen Informationen zu erhalten.

2) Ablauf der Studie
In dieser Studie werden Ihnen etwa 130 Bilder auf einem Computermonitor gezeigt.
Gleichzeitig werden Ihnen kurze Geräusche präsentiert.
Um Ihre Blickposition zu errechnen, wird Ihnen ein “Eye-Tracker” auf den Kopf
geschnallt. Dieses Gerät erfasst die Position Ihres Auges mit Hilfe von kleinen Kameras
und Infrarotsensoren. Dieses Verfahren ist ein psychometrisches Standardverfahren, das
in dieser Art bereits vielfach angewandt und getestet wurde. Bei unseren bisherigen
Erfahrungen und Experimenten mit dem Gerät ist keine Versuchsperson zu Schaden
gekommen.
Zu Beginn der Untersuchung muss der “Eye-Tracker” eingestellt werden, dieser
Vorgang dauert etwa 5-15 Minuten. Das eigentliche Experiment dauert dann etwa 45
Minuten. Der Versuchsleiter wird während des ganzen Experiments mit Ihnen im
Versuchsraum sein und steht Ihnen für Fragen jederzeit zur Verfügung. Nach der Studie
erhalten Sie weitere Informationen zum Sinn und Zweck dieser Untersuchung. Bitte
geben Sie diese Informationen an keinen weiter um die Objektiviät eventueller
Versuchspersonen zu wahren.

3) Risiken und Nebenwirkungen
Diese Studie ist nach derzeitigem Wissenstand des Versuchsleiters ungefährlich und für
die Teilnehmer schmerzfrei. Durch Ihre Teilnahme an dieser Studie setzen Sie sich
keinen besonderen Risiken aus und es sind keine Nebenwirkungen bekannt. Da diese
Studie in Ihrer Gesamtheit neu ist, kann das Auftreten von noch unbekannten
Nebenwirkungen allerdings nicht ausgeschlossen werden.
Wichtig: Bitte informieren Sie den Versuchsleiter umgehend, wenn Sie unter
Krankheiten leiden oder sich derzeit in medizinischer Behandlung befinden. Teilen Sie
dem Versuchsleiter bitte umgehend mit, falls Sie schon einmal einen epileptischen
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Anfall hatten oder unter Tinnitus leiden. Bei Fragen hierzu wenden Sie sich bitte an den
Versuchsleiter.

4) Abbruch des Experiments
Sie haben das Recht, diese Studie zu jedem Zeitpunkt und ohne Angabe einer
Begründung abzubrechen. Ihre Teilnahme ist vollkommen freiwillig und ohne
Verpflichtungen. Es entstehen Ihnen keine Nachteile durch einen Abbruch der
Untersuchung.
Während des Experimentes haben Sie dreimal die Gelegenheit zu einer Pause, in dieser
Zeit kann Ihnen auch der “Eye-Tracker” abgenommen werden. Auch falls Sie eine
weitere Pause wünschen oder auf die Toilette müssen, ist dies jederzeit möglich.
Sollten Sie zu irgendeinem Zeitpunkt während des Experiments Kopfschmerzen oder
Unwohlsein anderer Art verspüren, dann informieren Sie bitte umgehend den
Versuchsleiter.

5) Vertraulichkeit
Die Bestimmungen des Datenschutzes werden eingehalten. Personenbezogene Daten
werden von uns nicht an Dritte weitergegeben. Die von Ihnen erfassten Daten werden
von uns anonymisiert und nur in dieser Form weiterverarbeitet oder veröffentlicht.

6) Einverständniserklärung
Bitte bestätigen Sie durch Ihre Unterschrift die folgende Aussage:

“Hiermit bestätige ich, dass ich durch den Versuchsleiter dieser Studie über die oben
genannten Punkte aufgeklärt und informiert worden bin. Ich habe diese Erklärung
gelesen und verstanden. Ich stimme jedem der Punkte zu. Ich ermächtige hiermit die von
mir in dieser Untersuchung erworbenen Daten zu wissenschaftlichen Zwecken zu
analysieren und in wissenschaftlichen Arbeiten anonymisiert zu veröffentlichen.
Ich wurde über meine Rechte als Versuchsperson informiert und erkläre mich zu der

freiwilligen Teilnahme an dieser Studie bereit.”

……………………………………………………………….
Ort, Datum Unterschrift

………………………………………………………………….
Bei Minderjährigen, Unterschrift des Erziehungsberechtigten
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9.1.2 Translation of consent sheet:

Information/ Consent

Dear participant,

you have volunteered to participate in this study. You will now be informed about your
rights and the procedure of the following experiment. Please read the following
carefully.

1) Aim of the study
This study seeks to increase our understanding of the mechanisms underlying
simultaneous processing of different information.

2) Procedure of the study

In this study, you will be shown about 130 images on a computer screen. Simultaneously
to the images, short auditory signals will be presented.

To calculate gaze position, an „Eye-Tracker“ will be placed on your head. This device
tracks the position of your eye using small cameras and infrared sensors. This is a
standard psychometric procedure, and has been applied and tested numerous times.
During our previous experiments with this device, no participant was harmed by the
procedure.
Before the experiment, the eye-tracker needs to be calibrated. This takes about 5 to 15
minutes. The actual experiment takes another 30 minutes. A researcher will be present in
the experiment room during the whole time, and will answer questions at anytime. After
the experiment, further information about the aim of the study will be given. Please do
not pass on this information to anyone else, to conserve the objectivity of potential
subjects.

3) Risks and side effects
According to the present knowledge of the investigator, this study is harmless and
painless for the participant. Participants are not exposed to any particular risks by
participating in this study, and there are no known side effects. However, as this study
has never been conducted before, the occurrence of previously unknown side effects
cannot be excluded.
Important: Please inform the conductor of the experiment immediately, if you suffer
from any illness or are currently in medical care. Please inform the investigator
immediately, if you experienced an epileptic seizure before or suffer from tinnitus.
Please turn to the conductor of the experiment, if you have any questions.

4) Interruption of the experiment
You have the right to terminate the experiment at any time and without reasons. Your
participation is completely voluntary and without any commitment. You will have no
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disadvantage, if the experiment is terminated before the actual end.
During the experiment, there are three opportunities for a break. The eye tracker can be
taken off during this time. However, if another break is needed (e.g. to go to the rest
room), this is possible at all times.
If you suffer from headache or any other discomfort at any time during the experiment,
please inform the investigator immediately.

5) Confidentiality
The regulations of data security are closely observed. Personal data will not be passed
on to a third party. Data obtained will be only processed or published in anonymous
form.

6) Declaration of consent
Please confirm the following statement with your signature:

„ Hereby I confirm that the conductor of this study informed me about the preceding
points. I have read and understood this declaration and I agree with all points listed
above. I hereby authorize the analysis of the data obtained from me in this study for
scientific purposes and authorize the anonymous publication in scientific papers.“

............................................................................................
Place and date Signature

............................................................................................
For minors, signature of legal guardian
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9.2 Program codes:

All program codes listed below are also available on the CD provided with this work.

9.2.1 EyeLink Parser function: asc2mat.m
function [result, stats, hz] = asc2matV32(filename)
%Function asc2mat reads a complete EyeLink .asc file into MatLab. The
%provided .asc file should include all messages and events along with the
%raw tracking data.
%Call with filename of a subject, add .asc in name  -->  asc2mat(filename.asc)
%1) result = asc2mat(subject) returns a structure array with all data
%Output:
%Structured array with fields for left/right raw data, time and
%fixations.
%
%run x trials struct array with fields:
%    time
%    leftX      --> raw X data left eye
%    leftY      --> raw Y data left eye
%    leftD      --> left pupil diameter
%    rightX     --> raw X data right eye
%    rightY     --> raw Y data right eye
%    rightD     --> right pupil diameter
%    fixLS      --> fixation of left eye start time
%    fixLE      --> fixation of left eye end time
%    fixLDur    --> fixation duration left eye
%    fixLX      --> fixation X data left eye
%    fixLY      --> fixation Y data left eye
%    fixLDia    --> pupil diameter at fixation points, left eye
%    fixRS      --> fixation of right eye start time
%    fixRE      --> fixation of right eye end time
%    fixRDur    --> fixation duration right eye
%    fixRX      --> fixation X data right eye
%    fixRY      --> fixation Y data right eye
%    fixRDia    --> pupil diameter at fixation points, right eye
%    encounter  --> Only available in 1,1
%The first dimension of the output represents the run, the second dimension
%represents the picture being displayed: result(run,trial).xxxxx
%Result(1,1).encounter shows the actual order of the images being
%displayed. This can be used for verification of the data.
%result(run,image).fixLX = left X values of fixations
%
%2) [result, statistics] = asc2mat(subject) additionally returns a
%structured array with mean, standard deviation and variance for the
%original raw data and fixation data.
%Output:
%run x trial struct array with fields:
%    meanLX
%    meanLY
%    meanRX
%    meanRY
%    stdLX
%    stdLY
%    stdRX
%    stdRY
%    covLX
%    covLY
%    covRX
%    covRY
%    meanfixRX
%    meanfixRY
%    meanfixRDur
%    meanfixLX
%    meanfixLY
%    meanfixLDur
%    stdfixRX
%    stdfixRY
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%    stdfixLX
%    stdfixLY
%    covfixRX
%    covfixRY
%    covfixLX
%    covfixLY
%
%3) [result, statistics, hz] = asc2mat(subject) returns hz with which the
%data was tracked. For the calculation of hz a stimulus presentation of 6s
%is assumed.
%
%Author: Klaus Tichacek
%Version 4.0
%Date 15.06.04

%Open File with fixation data
[fid, m] = fopen(filename,'rt');
    if (fid == 1) disp(m);
    end

% Initialize
thisTrial = 0;
counter = 1;
acquiredData = 0;
position = 1;
wrongTrialID = 150;
run = zeros(1,170);
%end initialize

%While we still have data in our file
while ( feof(fid) ~= 1 ) % means file is not empty
   line = fgetl(fid);    % Get new line
   acquiredData = 0;

    if(isempty(line)) continue
        elseif(line(1) == '*') continue
        elseif(line(1) == ' ') continue
        else
            switch line(1)
            case 'M' % We have a message line
                k = strfind(line, 'TRIALID');
                if(~isempty(k)) % If we find a TrialID
                             if (line(end) == 'p') % line ends with bild0001.bmp
                                 thisTrial = str2num(line(end-7:end-4));
                             else thisTrial = str2num(line(end-3:end));

% line ends with bild0001
                             end % if

                             if isempty(thisTrial)
                                thisTrial = wrongTrialID; %no bild name could be found
                                wrongTrialID = wrongTrialID + 1;
                             end %if

                            % Set the run of this trial
                            run(thisTrial) = run(thisTrial) + 1;
                            r = run(thisTrial);

                            counter = 1;
                            fixdataR = 1; % NEW, add fixation data
                            fixdataL = 1; % NEW
                            encounter(position) = thisTrial;
                            position = position + 1;
                  else continue % no TRIALID, go on
                    end %if ~isempty(k)
                case {'0','1','2','3','4','5','6','7','8','9'}

%time will be always positive
                    [time, leftX, leftY, leftD, rightX, rightY, rightD] = readData(line);

                    acquiredData = 1; %if no error occured
                case 'E' % We hope for an EFix L or R line
                    if(line(2:4) ~= 'Fix') continue %we are not interested
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                    else    line = formatLn(line); % no more tabs...
                            blanks = find(line == ' ');
                            switch line(blanks(1)+1)
                                case 'L'
                                    [LS, LE, LD, Lx, Ly, Ldia] =
strread(line(blanks(3):end),'%d%d%d%f%f%f');
                                    result(r,thisTrial).fixLS(fixdataL) = LS;
                                    result(r,thisTrial).fixLE(fixdataL) = LE;
                                    result(r,thisTrial).fixLDur(fixdataL) = LD;
                                    result(r,thisTrial).fixLX(fixdataL) = Lx;
                                    result(r,thisTrial).fixLY(fixdataL) = Ly;
                                    result(r,thisTrial).fixLDia(fixdataL) = Ldia;
                                    fixdataL = fixdataL + 1;

                                case 'R'
                                    [RS, RE, RD, Rx, Ry, Rdia] =
strread(line(blanks(3):end),'%d%d%d%f%f%f');
                                    result(r,thisTrial).fixRS(fixdataR) = RS;
                                    result(r,thisTrial).fixRE(fixdataR) = RE;
                                    result(r,thisTrial).fixRDur(fixdataR) = RD;
                                    result(r,thisTrial).fixRX(fixdataR) = Rx;
                                    result(r,thisTrial).fixRY(fixdataR) = Ry;
                                    result(r,thisTrial).fixRDia(fixdataR) = Rdia;
                                    fixdataR = fixdataR + 1;

                            end % switch
                    end%if

                otherwise continue
            end %switch
     end % if

     if (acquiredData == 1)
         try
         %Writing actual result of data obtained.
         result(r,thisTrial).time(counter) = time;
         result(r,thisTrial).leftX(counter) = leftX;
         result(r,thisTrial).leftY(counter) = leftY;
         result(r,thisTrial).leftD(counter) = leftD;
         result(r,thisTrial).rightX(counter) = rightX;
         result(r,thisTrial).rightY(counter) = rightY;
         result(r,thisTrial).rightD(counter) = rightD;
         counter = counter + 1;

    catch
            line

disp('writing error');
end % try

      end % if aquiredData

end % while

%Calculate statistics for the fixation data:
%This needs to be done after aquisition
for run = 1 : length(result(:,1))
    for trial = 1 : length(result(1,:))
     %1) Raw data mean calculation
     stats(run,trial).meanLX = mean(result(run,trial).leftX);
     stats(run,trial).meanLY = mean(result(run,trial).leftY);
     stats(run,trial).meanRX = mean(result(run,trial).rightX);
     stats(run,trial).meanRY = mean(result(run,trial).rightY);

     %2) Raw data standard deviation calculation
     stats(run,trial).stdLX = std(result(run,trial).leftX);
     stats(run,trial).stdLY = std(result(run,trial).leftY);
     stats(run,trial).stdRX = std(result(run,trial).rightX);
     stats(run,trial).stdRY = std(result(run,trial).rightY);

     %3)Raw data Variance calculation (all input arguments to cov are VECTORS)
     stats(run,trial).covLX = cov(result(run,trial).leftX);
     stats(run,trial).covLY = cov(result(run,trial).leftY);
     stats(run,trial).covRX = cov(result(run,trial).rightX);
     stats(run,trial).covRY = cov(result(run,trial).rightY);
     %4)Fixation data means:
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     stats(run,trial).meanfixRX     = mean(result(run,trial).fixRX);
     stats(run,trial).meanfixRY     = mean(result(run,trial).fixRY);
     stats(run,trial).meanfixRDur   = mean(result(run,trial).fixRDur);
     stats(run,trial).meanfixLX     = mean(result(run,trial).fixLX);
     stats(run,trial).meanfixLY     = mean(result(run,trial).fixLY);
     stats(run,trial).meanfixLDur   = mean(result(run,trial).fixLDur);
     %5)Fixation data std:
     stats(run,trial).stdfixRX = std(result(run,trial).fixRX);
     stats(run,trial).stdfixRY = std(result(run,trial).fixRY);
     stats(run,trial).stdfixLX = std(result(run,trial).fixLX);
     stats(run,trial).stdfixLY = std(result(run,trial).fixLY);
     %6)Fixation data variance:
     stats(run,trial).covfixRX = cov(result(run,trial).fixRX);
     stats(run,trial).covfixRY = cov(result(run,trial).fixRY);
     stats(run,trial).covfixLX = cov(result(run,trial).fixLX);
     stats(run,trial).covfixLY = cov(result(run,trial).fixLY);
    end % for trial
end % for run

% encounter(x) = y : Gives the sequence of image occurences.
result(1,1).encounter = encounter;

if(length(result(1,2).leftX) > 2000) hz = 500;
else hz = 250;
end %if

status = fclose(fid);
    if (status == -1) disp('Fehler beim schliessen');
    end

fprintf('Anzahl der Falschen TrialIDs');
    wrongTrialID = wrongTrialID - 150,

result;

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Extraction of eye data function %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

function [time, leftX, leftY, leftD, rightX, rightY, rightD] = readData(line)
    textLine = formatLn(line);
    textLine = removeCh(textLine); % New to V3.1
    blanks = find(textLine == ' ');
    time = strread(textLine(1:blanks(1)),'%d');
    rest = textLine(blanks(1):end);
    dots = find(rest == '.');
        %Try to read all data:
        try
            [leftX, leftY, leftD, rightX, rightY, rightD] = strread(rest,'%f%f%f%f%f%f');
        catch %1
            %Try to read partial data left:
            try
                [leftX, leftY, leftD] = strread(rest(1:dots(3)+2),'%f%f%f');
            catch %2
                leftX = NaN;
                leftY = NaN;
                leftD = NaN;
            end % Catch 2
            % Try to read partial data right:
            try
                [rightX, rightY, rightD] = strread(rest(dots(3)+2:end),'%f%f%f');
            catch %3
                rightX = NaN;
                rightY = NaN;
                rightD = NaN;
             end % Catch 3
          end %Catch 1

                 %check data aquisition
     if(isempty(time)) line, error('Time is missing from line'); %Should never happen
            elseif(isempty(leftX)) %Correct possible empty lines due to wrong readings
                        leftX = NaN; leftY = NaN; leftD = NaN;
            elseif(isempty(rightX))
                        rightX = NaN; rightY = NaN; rightD = NaN;
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     end %if

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Format the data line%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function res = formatLn(line)
%Deletes all the letters at the end of a data line.
% Special character "tab" (/t) or ASCII 9 causes problems for reading.
% This function also replaces the tab with a normal blank as seperator.
target = char(9);
max = length(line);

points = 1;
% get rid of crap at the end.
while points
    max = length(line);
    if (line(max) == '.') line(max) = '';
        points = 1;
    elseif (line(max) == 'I') line(max) = '';

points = 1;
elseif (line(max) == 'C') line(max) = '';

points = 1;
elseif (line(max) == 'R') line(max) = '';

            points = 1;
    else points = 0;
    end
end
% Remove Character 9 in source
target = char(9);
max = length(line);
% Replace tab with normal blank (ASCII 32)
for i = 1 : max
    if (line(i) == target )
        a(i) = ' ';
    else
        a(i) = line(i);
    end %if
end %for
res = a;

9.2.2 Fixation definitions: fixdef.m
function fix = fixdef(varargin)
% Function should define fixations. Per default every 300 ms the recorded
% eye position is a fixation. Function call:
% fixdef(rawX, rawY) for default fixation definition.
% fixdef(rawX,rawY,mode) for other definitions, select one:
% 'slope' = fixation definition based on simple distance of adjacent points
% 'saccadic' = fixation definition "distance2" (see 2.1.6 Definition of Fixations),
%              maximal distance between fixations: 2 pixel, min duration 200 ms.
% 'velocity' = fixation definition "distance1" (see 2.1.6 Definition of Fixations),
%              max distance between fixations 1 pixel, min duration 120 ms.
% 'default' = fixation definition ""every 300 ms" (see 2.1.6 Definition of Fixations),
%             every 300 ms a datapoint is taken.
% Error if mode i s not available/implemented
%
%Author: Klaus Tichacek
%Version 2.0
%Date 20.05.04

switch length(varargin)
case 0
    error('Not enough input arguments.  See HELP fixdef');

case 1
    error('Not enough input arguments. At least X and Y values of a fixation are
required!')
case 2
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    % fixdef(rawX,rawY)
    rawX = varargin{1};
    rawY = varargin{2};
    rawX = rawX(50:end-50); %is this necessary?
    rawY = rawY(50:end-50);
    mode = 'default';
    fix.x = rawX(1:75:end);
    fix.y = rawY(1:75:end);
case 3
    % fixdef(rawX,rawY,mode)
    try
    rawX = varargin{1};
    rawY = varargin{2};
    rawX = rawX(100:end-100);
    rawY = rawY(100:end-100);
    mode = varargin{3};
    catch
        error('Wrong input arguments! See help fixdef');
    end

    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%  ACTUAL Code  %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
    switch mode
        case 'default'
            % Default fixation definition, take one value every 300 ms.
            % Unbiased estimate.
            fix.x = rawX(1:75:end);
            fix.y = rawY(1:75:end);
        case 'slope'
            %error('feature not yet defined');
            diffX = abs(diff(rawX));
            diffY = abs(diff(rawY));
            posfixX = diffX * 0;
            posfixY = diffY * 0;

            for i = 1 : length(diffX)
                if (0 <= diffX(i) && diffX(i) <= 15 )
                    posfixX(i) = 1;
                end
                if (0 <= diffY(i) && diffY(i) <= 15 )
                    posfixY(i) = 1;
                end
            end
            allfix = posfixX + posfixY; % 0001010111 with 2 = fix, 0 or 1 = no fix

            c = 1;
            d = 1;
            start = [];
            for i = 1 : length(allfix(:))
                if (allfix(i) == 2)
                    start(c) = i;
                    c = c + 1;
                    continue
                else ende = i;
                end % if
                if(~isempty(start))
                fix.x(d) = mean(rawX(start(1):ende));
                fix.y(d) = mean(rawY(start(1):ende));
                d =  d + 1;
                c= 1;
                start = [];
                else continue
                end % if
            end % for

        case 'velocity'
            diffX = diff(rawX);
            diffY = diff(rawY);
            % Square the difference (x1 - x2)^2 %%%
            diffX = diffX .* diffX;
            diffY = diffY .* diffY;
            vabs = sqrt((diffX + diffY)); % is one element shorter than diffX, diffY ...
            fixations = find(vabs <= 1);
            posfix = zeros(1,length(diffX)); % posfix has same length as fixations
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            posfix(fixations) = 1;

            c = 1;
            d = 1;
            start = [];
            for i = 1 : length(posfix(:))
                if (posfix(i) == 1)
                    start(c) = i;
                    c = c + 1;
                    continue
                else ende = i;
                end % if
                if(~isempty(start))
                    a = rawX(start(1):ende);
                    if(length(a) > 60) %duration of fixation
                    fix.x(d) = mean(rawX(start(1)+2:ende-2));
                    fix.y(d) = mean(rawY(start(1)+2:ende-2));
                    d =  d + 1;
                    c= 1;
                    start = [];
                    end %if

                else continue
                end % if
            end % for

        case 'saccadic'
            diffX = diff(rawX);
            diffY = diff(rawY);
            % Square the difference (x1 - x2)^2 %%%
            diffX = diffX .* diffX;
            diffY = diffY .* diffY;
            vabs = sqrt((diffX + diffY)); % is one element shorter than diffX, diffY ...
            saccades = find(vabs > 2); % exclude them
            posfix = zeros(1,length(diffX)); % posfix has same length as fixations
            posfix(saccades) = 9;

            c = 1;
            d = 1;
            start = [];
            for i = 1 : length(posfix(:))
                if (posfix(i) ~= 9)
                    start(c) = i;
                    c = c + 1;
                    continue
                else ende = i;
                end % if
                if(~isempty(start))
                    a = rawX(start(1):ende-1);
                    if(length(a) > 150) %duration of fixation
                    fix.x(d) = mean(rawX(start(1)+2:ende-2));
                    fix.y(d) = mean(rawY(start(1)+2:ende-2));
                    d =  d + 1;
                    c= 1;
                    start = [];
                    end %if

                else continue
                end % if
            end % for

        otherwise
            error('unknown fixation definition');
    end

    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%   end Code   %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

otherwise

    error('Too many input arguments.  See HELP fixdef');
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end

9.2.3 Grand Average of all fixations: grandAV_final.m
function [binned, unbinned, fixations] = grandAV_final(varargin)
%Function grandAV_final collects all the data from the subjects specified
%in an input array. From all these subjects the eye-tracking data is
%extracted according to condition. The raw eye-tracking x or y values for all images
%and all subjects in the conditions "Left", "Right" and "Visual" is
%returned in a matrix sorted by time (divided into a variable amount of bins).
%This allows for analysis of the fixation distributions in the
%individual conditions along the x- or y-axis and over time.
%Additionally the x- and y-axis is binned and a second result is returned
%for this calulation. Bin size can be specified, default is 16 for x and 12
%for y.
%Finally the first, second, and third fixations made by all subjects are
%returned in a structured array.
%It can be specified which eye should be used for raw data extraction.
%Function call:
%[binned, unbinned, fixations] =grandAV_final(varargin)
% Arguments to set: grandAV_final(VPnames,tbins,mode,xbins,ybins)
% VPnames = array with name and path of VP data
% tbins = number of time bins
% mode = 'L' for left eye or other (e.g. 'R') for right eye
% xbins = number of bins on x-axis (screen width)
% ybins = number of bins on y-axis
%
%Author: Klaus Tichacek
%Version 3.2
%Date 19.07.04

args = length(varargin);

switch args
    case 0
        error('Please enter an array containing valid file names for analysis');

    case 1
        VPnames = varargin{1};
        tbins = 10;
        xbins = 16;
        ybins = 12;
        mode = 'L'; % Use left eye

    case 2
        VPnames = varargin{1};
        tbins = varargin{2};
        mode = 'L'; % Use left eye
        xbins = 16;
        ybins = 12;

    case 3
        VPnames = varargin{1};
        tbins = varargin{2};
        mode = varargin{3}; % Use specified eye
        xbins = 16;
        ybins = 12;

    case 4
        VPnames = varargin{1};
        tbins = varargin{2};
        mode = varargin{3}; % Use specified eye
        xbins = varargin{4};
        ybins = 12;

    case 5
        VPnames = varargin{1};
        tbins = varargin{2};
        mode = varargin{3}; % Use specified eye
        xbins = varargin{4};
        ybins = varargin{5};
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    otherwise
        disp('Too many input arguments. Use help for information. Additional arguments
are ignored.');
        VPnames = varargin{1};
        tbins = varargin{2};
        mode = varargin{3} % Use specified eye
        xbins = varargin{4};
        ybins = varargin{5};

end % switch

%Initialize needed values
scale = 6000/tbins;
xscale = 1024/xbins;
xstart = xscale/2;
yscale = 768/ybins;
ystart = yscale/2;
binsx = [xstart:xscale:1024-xstart];
binsy = [ystart:yscale:768-ystart];

%Counters:
countorg = zeros(1,tbins+1); % countes the entries in the bins.
countleft = zeros(1,tbins+1);
countright = zeros(1,tbins+1);
countnoiseL = zeros(1,tbins+1);
countnoiseR = zeros(1,tbins+1);
fixcounter = 1;
fixations.first(128).x   = [];
fixations.second(128).x  = [];
fixations.third(128).x   = [];
fixations.first(128).y   = [];
fixations.second(128).y  = [];
fixations.third(128).y   = [];

%run the analysis

%Open each subject indicated in argument 1:
for i = 1 : length(VPnames)
    load(VPnames{i});
    %now variable subject is available with 1 x 128 images
    for image = 1 : 128
        start = subject(1,image).time(1);
        deltatime = subject(1,image).time(end) - start;
        surplus = deltatime - 6000;
        % Cut fixations over timelimit of 6s. Should cut last fixation.
        % Fixations over the timelimit my belong to additional delay
        % by EyeLink 2 System.
        if (surplus < 0 ) disp(['Warning! Not enough data in: ', VPnames{i}, ' at:']);
image, continue
        end %if
        limit = subject(1,image).time(end) - surplus;

        % Switch between left and right eye:
            if mode == 'L'
                nfix = length(subject(1,image).fixLX); %number of fixations
                do = 1;

                    while do
                    %Check if last fixation is over the time limit
                        if nfix ==0; do =0;
                        elseif(subject(1,image).fixLE(nfix) > limit)
                        nfix = nfix-1;
                        do = 1;
                        else do = 0;
                        end%if > limit

                    end%while
                times = subject(1,image).fixLS - subject(1,image).fixLS(1); % s.th.
between 1 and 5999ms
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            else %Use Right eye data
                nfix = length(subject(1,image).fixRX); %number of fixations
                do = 1;
                    while do
                    %Check if last fixation is over the time limit
                        if(subject(1,image).fixRE(nfix) > limit)
                        nfix = nfix-1;
                        do = 1;
                        else do = 0;
                        end%if > limit

                    end%while
                times = subject(1,image).fixRS - subject(1,image).fixRS(1); % s.th.
between 1 and 5999ms

            end%if mode

            for t = 1 : nfix
                %Select appropriate time bin
                for tb = 1 : tbins
                    if(times(t) < scale*tb) bin = tb; break;
                    else continue
                    end;%if
                end % for tb

            if mode == 'L'
            x = subject(1,image).fixLX(t);
            y = subject(1,image).fixLY(t);
            else
            x = subject(1,image).fixRX(t);
            y = subject(1,image).fixRY(t);
            end %if mode II

           if image < 33
                countorg(bin) = countorg(bin) + 1;
                pos = countorg(bin);
                orgX(bin,pos) = x;
                orgY(bin,pos) = y;
                condition = 1;
            elseif image <65
                countleft(bin) = countleft(bin) + 1;
                pos = countleft(bin);
                leftX(bin,pos) = x;
                leftY(bin,pos) = y;
                condition = 2;
            elseif image < 97
                countright(bin) = countright(bin) + 1;
                pos = countright(bin);
                rightX(bin,pos) = x;
                rightY(bin,pos) = y;
                condition = 3;
            elseif image < 113
                countnoiseL(bin) = countnoiseL(bin) + 1;
                pos = countnoiseL(bin);
                noiseLX(bin,pos) = x;
                noiseLY(bin,pos) = y;
                condition = 4;
            else % image < 128
                countnoiseR(bin) = countnoiseR(bin) + 1;
                pos = countnoiseR(bin);
                noiseRX(bin,pos) = x;
                noiseRY(bin,pos) = y;
                condition = 5;
            end%if

            if t == 1
                fixations.first(condition).x = [fixations.first(condition).x,x];
                fixations.first(condition).y = [fixations.first(condition).y,y];
            elseif t == 2
                fixations.second(condition).x = [fixations.second(condition).x,x];
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                fixations.second(condition).y = [fixations.second(condition).y,y];
            elseif t == 3
                fixations.third(condition).x = [fixations.third(condition).x,x];
                fixations.third(condition).y = [fixations.third(condition).x,x];
            else continue;
            end%if

        end%for t = all fixations

    end%for all images

end%for i = VP

%Remove additional zeros and outlyers
%Values equal to 0 are filled in by Matlab to fill matrix
%Values below 0 are off screen to the left,
%values above 1024 are off screen to the right
pos = find(orgX < 0);
fixations.Org_offL = length(pos);
orgX(pos) = NaN;
orgY(pos) = NaN;
pos2 = find(orgX > 1024);
fixations.Org_offR = length(pos2);
orgX(pos2) = NaN;
orgY(pos2) = NaN; %also delete corresponding Y values if X was off screen
pos3 = find(orgX == 0);
fixations.OrgX_zeros = length(pos3);
orgX(pos3) = NaN;

pos = find(orgY < 0);
fixations.Org_offT = length(pos);
orgY(pos) = NaN;
orgX(pos) = NaN;
pos2 = find(orgY > 768); %off screen for y is above 768
fixations.Org_offB = length(pos2);
orgY(pos2) = NaN;
orgX(pos2) = NaN; %also delete corresponding X values if Y was off screen
unbinned.visualX = orgX;
unbinned.visualY = orgY;
binned.visualX = hist(orgX',binsx)'; %bin x-axis and format the way I want it
binned.visualY = hist(orgY',binsy)';

pos = find(leftX < 0);
fixations.Left_offL = length(pos);
leftX(pos) = NaN;
leftY(pos) = NaN;
pos2 = find(leftX > 1024);
fixations.Left_offR = length(pos2);
leftX(pos2) = NaN;
leftY(pos2) = NaN;
pos3 = find(leftX == 0);
fixations.leftX_zeros = length(pos3);
leftX(pos3) = NaN;

pos = find(leftY < 0);
fixations.Left_offT = length(pos);
leftY(pos) = NaN;
leftX(pos) = NaN;
pos2 = find(leftY > 1024);
fixations.Left_offB = length(pos2);
leftY(pos2) = NaN;
leftX(pos2) = NaN;
unbinned.leftX = leftX;
unbinned.leftY = leftY;
binned.leftX = hist(leftX',binsx)';
binned.leftY = hist(leftY',binsy)';

pos = find(rightX < 0);
fixations.Right_offL = length(pos);
rightX(pos) = NaN;
rightY(pos) = NaN;
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pos2 = find(rightX > 1024);
fixations.Right_offR = length(pos2);
rightX(pos2) = NaN;
rightY(pos2) = NaN;
pos3 = find(rightX == 0);
fixations.RightX_zeros = length(pos3);
rightX(pos3) = NaN;

pos = find(rightY < 0);
fixations.Right_offT = length(pos);
rightY(pos) = NaN;
rightX(pos) = NaN;
pos2 = find(rightY > 1024);
fixations.Right_offB = length(pos2);
rightY(pos2) = NaN;
rightX(pos2) = NaN;
unbinned.rightX = rightX;
unbinned.rightY = rightY;
binned.rightX = hist(rightX',binsx)';
binned.rightY = hist(rightY',binsy)';

pos = find(noiseLX <= 0);
noiseLX(pos) = NaN;
noiseLY(pos) = NaN;
pos2 = find(noiseLX > 1024);
noiseLX(pos2) = NaN;
noiseLY(pos2) = NaN;
pos = find(noiseLY <= 0);
noiseLY(pos) = NaN;
noiseLX(pos) = NaN;
pos2 = find(noiseLY > 1024);
noiseLY(pos2) = NaN;
noiseLX(pos2) = NaN;
unbinned.noiseLX = noiseLX;
unbinned.noiseLY = noiseLY;
binned.noiseLX = hist(noiseLX',binsx)';
binned.noiseLY = hist(noiseLY',binsy)';

pos = find(noiseRX <= 0);
noiseRX(pos) = NaN;
noiseRY(pos) = NaN;
pos2 = find(noiseRX > 1024);
noiseRX(pos2) = NaN;
noiseRY(pos2) = NaN;
pos = find(noiseRY <= 0);
noiseRY(pos) = NaN;
noiseRX(pos) = NaN;
pos2 = find(noiseRY > 1024);
noiseRY(pos2) = NaN;
noiseRX(pos2) = NaN;
unbinned.noiseRX = noiseRX;
unbinned.noiseRY = noiseRY;
binned.noiseRX = hist(noiseRX',binsx)';
binned.noiseRY = hist(noiseRY',binsy)';

9.2.4 Creation of a counterbalanced stimulus presentation: bloecke.m
function result = bloecke(nr)
%This function creates a block for the Experiments 2 and 3 in the study "Crossmodal
Integration
%of Natural Visual and Auditory Stimuli"
%For the blocks the following three conditions are counterbalanced:
%(corresponding conditions in experiment2 and 3 are given in parenthesis)
%Condition 1: Image only, no auditory cue. ("VisualN" or "Visual")            --> 'O'
%Condition 2: Image and auditory signal from left. ("LeftN" or "Left")        --> 'L'
%Condition 3: Image and auditory signal right. ("RightN" or "Right")          --> 'R'
%The output of this function will be a .txt file in which
%128 numbers relating to condition 1 (1-32), condition 3 (33-64) and
%condition 3 (65 - 96) are randomly arranged so that there will be the
%follwing blocks:
%4 x OLR
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%4 x ORL
%4 x LRO
%4 x RLO
%8 x ROL
%8 x LOR
%A fourth condition including only noise images (numbers 97 - 128) and
%sound from the left (97-112) or from the right (113 - 128) is scattered
%randomly between the other conditions.
%This algorithm takes special care that the images from one condition will
%not be close to the images from another condition. Thus it is less
%propable that the same image will be shown twice in a very short time.
%
%
%Author: Klaus Tichacek
%Version: 2.1
%13.06.2004

result = zeros(1,128);

posfirst = [1:1:43];
possecond = [44:1:85];
posthird = [86:1:128];

org = randperm(32);
sL = randperm(32);
sR = randperm(32);
no = randperm(32);
% Originals will be images 1 to 32
original = [1:1:32];
original = original(org);
% Sound left images will be 33 to 64
soundLeft = [33:1:64];
soundLeft = soundLeft(sL);
%Sound right images will be 65 to 96
soundRight = [65:1:96];
soundRight = soundRight(sR);
% Noise images will be 97 to 128
noise = [97:1:128];
noise = noise(no);
imnr = 1;

% 4 x ORL
for i = 1 : 4
    r1 = ceil(rand(1)*length(posfirst)); % Get a random number
    r2 = ceil(rand(1)*length(possecond)); % Get a random number
    r3 = ceil(rand(1)*length(posthird)); % Get a random number
    a1 = posfirst(r1);
    a2 = possecond(r2);
    a3 = posthird(r3);
    posfirst(r1) = [];
    possecond(r2) = [];
    posthird(r3) = [];

    result(a1) = original(imnr);
    result(a2) = soundLeft(imnr);
    result(a3) = soundRight(imnr);
    imnr = imnr + 1;

    % 4 x OLR

    r1 = ceil(rand(1)*length(posfirst)); % Get a random number
    r2 = ceil(rand(1)*length(possecond)); % Get a random number
    r3 = ceil(rand(1)*length(posthird)); % Get a random number
    a1 = posfirst(r1);
    a2 = possecond(r2);
    a3 = posthird(r3);
    posfirst(r1) = [];
    possecond(r2) = [];
    posthird(r3) = [];
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    result(a1) = original(imnr);
    result(a2) = soundRight(imnr);
    result(a3) = soundLeft(imnr);
    imnr = imnr + 1;

    % 4x LRO

    r1 = ceil(rand(1)*length(posfirst)); % Get a random number
    r2 = ceil(rand(1)*length(possecond)); % Get a random number
    r3 = ceil(rand(1)*length(posthird)); % Get a random number
    a1 = posfirst(r1);
    a2 = possecond(r2);
    a3 = posthird(r3);
    posfirst(r1) = [];
    possecond(r2) = [];
    posthird(r3) = [];

    result(a1) = soundLeft(imnr);
    result(a2) = soundRight(imnr);
    result(a3) = original(imnr);
    imnr = imnr + 1;

    % 4 x RLO

    r1 = ceil(rand(1)*length(posfirst)); % Get a random number
    r2 = ceil(rand(1)*length(possecond)); % Get a random number
    r3 = ceil(rand(1)*length(posthird)); % Get a random number
    a1 = posfirst(r1);
    a2 = possecond(r2);
    a3 = posthird(r3);
    posfirst(r1) = [];
    possecond(r2) = [];
    posthird(r3) = [];

    result(a1) = soundRight(imnr);
    result(a2) = soundLeft(imnr);
    result(a3) = original(imnr);
    imnr = imnr + 1;

end % for

% 8 x LOR and ROL
for i = 1 : 8
    r1 = ceil(rand(1)*length(posfirst)); % Get a random number
    r2 = ceil(rand(1)*length(possecond)); % Get a random number
    r3 = ceil(rand(1)*length(posthird)); % Get a random number
    a1 = posfirst(r1);
    a2 = possecond(r2);
    a3 = posthird(r3);
    posfirst(r1) = [];
    possecond(r2) = [];
    posthird(r3) = [];

    result(a1) = soundRight(imnr);
    result(a2) = original(imnr);
    result(a3) = soundLeft(imnr);
    imnr = imnr + 1;

     r1 = ceil(rand(1)*length(posfirst)); % Get a random number
    r2 = ceil(rand(1)*length(possecond)); % Get a random number
    r3 = ceil(rand(1)*length(posthird)); % Get a random number
    a1 = posfirst(r1);
    a2 = possecond(r2);
    a3 = posthird(r3);
    posfirst(r1) = [];
    possecond(r2) = [];
    posthird(r3) = [];

    result(a1) = soundLeft(imnr);
    result(a2) = original(imnr);
    result(a3) = soundRight(imnr);
    imnr = imnr + 1;
end % for
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fillit = find(result == 0);
result(fillit) = noise;
    start = int2str(nr);
    ende = int2str(nr+32);
    dlmwrite(['Block_',start,'-',ende,'.txt'],result);
    result;

9.2.5 Creation of auditory stimuli with brown noise: makeAudioStimuliFFT6.m

function makeAudioStimuliFFT6(filename)
% MakeAudioStimuli(filename,side)
% Written with substantial help by Petra
% Generates two files, one with noise left, one with noise right.
% Sound files should be in folder Desktop/Experiment/Sounds
% Output will be written to MIXF_X_filename.wav
%In the output files on channel will remain unchanged whereas the other
%channel is turned into brown noise. For this second channel all
%frequencies have been changed to random values. Here, the amplitudes stay
%the same, however the phases have been shifted.
%Author: Klaus Tichacek
%Version 1.5
%Date 20.05.04

name = strcat(filename,'.wav');

[org,Fs,bits] = wavread(name);

%Short to six
six = Fs * 6; % Create six seconds long pieces

laenge = length(org(:,1));
times = floor(laenge/six); % make as many 6s files as possible

if laenge >= six

    n=1;
    stdfiles={}; % stores standard deviation of new and original values for each 6s file
    meanfiles={}; % stores mean of new and original values for each 6s file

    for t = 1 :six: times*six %for each 6s file do

        % Make noise in one channel
        %Only take one channel:
        original = org(t:t+six-1,1);
        max = length(original);
        keep = max-1; %First value has only a real part, keep it unmodified.
        orgfft = fft(original);
        reals = real(orgfft);
        imags = imag(orgfft);
        angles = angle(orgfft);
        amplitude = abs(orgfft);

        if( mod(keep,2) == 0) %Even condition, mirrow the angles...
            newangles = rand(keep/2,1)*2*pi-pi; %Random values between -pi and pi
            newangles = [ newangles;-fliplr(newangles)] %Addeng the new frequencies,
symmetrically pos and neg
        else % Uneven, 0 in middle
            newangles = rand(floor(keep/2),1) *2*pi-pi; %floor --> we will have one
element less than needed
            newangles = [ newangles;[0];-fliplr(newangles)]; %In uneven case the middle
is set to 0.

        end % if

        newfft = exp(i*newangles).*amplitude(2:end); %Conversion of frequency to angle.
        newfft = [orgfft(1);newfft];
        new = ifft(newfft);
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        newL = [new original];
        newR = [original new];

        outnameL = strcat('MIXF_L_',int2str(n),'_',filename);
        outnameR = strcat('MIXF_R_',int2str(n),'_',filename);

        wavwrite(newL,Fs,bits, outnameL);
        wavwrite(newR,Fs,bits, outnameR);

        stdfiles{n}=[std(new),std(original)]
        meanfiles{n}=[mean(new),mean(original)]

        n=n+1;
end

celldisp(stdfiles);
celldisp(meanfiles);

else fprintf('file too short')
end
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9.3 Figures:

9.3.1 Figure 7:
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9.3.2 Figure 9:

9.4 Submitted Abstracts

An abstract of this work has been submitted to the 6th Meeting of the German
Neuroscience Society (section 9.4.1) and to the 12th Annual Cognitive Neuroscience
Meeting (section 9.4.2).
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9.4.1 6th Meeting of the German Neuroscience Society

Cross-modal integration in overt attention under natural conditions

Klaus Tichacek, Selim Onat, Peter König
Institute of Cognitive Science, University of Osnabrück, 49069 Osnabrück

An important function of attention is to direct our sensory organs towards objects of interest. Recent
studies elucidate the relation between selected fixation points and statistical properties of the visual
stimulus (Reinagel & Zador 1999, Parkhurst et al. 2002, Einhäuser & König 2003). The underlying
mechanisms are well described by the concept of saliency maps (Itti & Koch, 2000). Remarkably, other
modalities are equally effective in directing overt visual attention. Here, we study the integration of
simultaneously presented auditory and visual cues for the selection of fixation points.
Eye traces of participants were recorded by a high precision optically based system (EyeLink II). Pictures
of natural landscapes and bird sounds were used as visual and auditory stimuli in different combinations
(Figure 1).
Lateralized auditory stimuli attract overt visual attention and lead to increased fixation probability towards
the side of stimulation. This effect decays over a time course of 4.5s. Upon combined presentation of
auditory and visual cues the spatial distribution of fixation points displays a strong bias to the side of the
auditory cue and, simultaneously, is spatially structured as determined by the visual stimulus (Figure 2).
Factorizing the effect of the auditory cue leads to a high correlation of the distribution of fixation points in
visual stimuli presented on their own and in combination with the auditory stimuli (r = 0.45). This implies
that 20% of the variance in the distribution of fixation points can be understood by adding the effect of the
auditory cue to a visually determined saliency map.
In summary, the interaction of cues from different modalities in overt attention under natural conditions is
an integrative process that maintains structured information of the visual modality when adding auditory
information.

Figure 1: Experimental procedure. 128 grey-scale photographs were
shown in three conditions: with natural sounds played from the left
(“Left”) or right (“Right”) and without auditory signal (“Visual”) in a
pseudorandom sequence. Additionally 32 white noise images were shown
with auditory signal from the right (“Noise Right”) or left (“Noise Left”).
Each image was displayed for 6 s. Participants were instructed to study
the images carefully and listen to the sounds.

Figure 2: Spatial distribution of fixation probability. Fixation
probability for the image depicted in Figure 1 in the three conditions
“Left” (a), “Visual” (b) and “Right” (c). A shift of fixation probability
toward the auditory signal can be observed. However, a strong correlation
between the fixation patterns exists.
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9.4.2 12th Annual Cognitive Neuroscience Society Meeting

Cross-modal Integration of Natural Visual and Auditory Stimuli

It is an important function of attention to direct our sensory organs towards objects of
interest. Recent studies elucidate the relation between selected fixations of the eye and
statistical properties of the visual stimulus (Reinagel & Zandor, 1999; Parkhurst et al.,
2002; Einhäuser & König, 2003). Remarkably, other modalities are equally effective in
directing overt visual attention. Here we study the integration of simultaneously
presented natural auditory and visual cues for the selection of fixation points.

Recording the eye-traces of human observers, we show that lateralized auditory
stimuli attract overt visual attention and increase fixation probability onto the site of
stimulation and this effect decays over a time course of 4.5s. Upon combined
presentation of auditory and visual stimuli, the spatial distribution of fixation points
displays a strong bias towards the side of the auditory cue and, simultaneously, is
spatially structured as determined by the visual stimulus. Fixation distributions obtained
from presentation of a visual stimulus on its own and obtained from combined
presentation of visual and auditory stimuli show a high correlation (r = 0.45). This
implies that 20 % of the variance in the distribution of fixation points can be understood
by adding the effect of the auditory cue with a visually determined saliency map.
In summary, the interaction of cues from different modalities in overt attention under
natural conditions is an integrative process, maintaining structured information of the
visual modality when adding auditory information.
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